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‘Silver duo’ light up Minskey Hall

2 UMaine professors, husband and wife,
performed at recital hall.

Page A10

Editorial: What’s next, Chancellor Page?

UMS chancellor has bold vision, but
where will changes come from

UMaine men’s hockey snags 1st home win

Page A6

Orono town officials meet with
Campus Crest over Grove issues
Editor In Chief

‘Actual demands … exceeded projected demand’
During a recent cold spell in
the middle of January, where
temperatures were routinely in

By Liam Nee
Staff Reporter

Editor In Chief

After a proposed meeting between the University
of Maine System and faculty
representatives from each
campus turned sour, there
was much on the agenda at
UMaine’s faculty council
meeting, which featured a Qand-A session with the UMS
Chancellor, James Page.
After a brief introduction
by UMaine President, Paul
Ferguson, Page spoke to members of the faculty before answering questions — many of
which had been compiled beforehand. Page brought up the
overarching changes that the
board of trustees developed in
its “Goals and Actions Plans”
last January.
“Hopefully, we’ve started
that process, and that team
building and integration will
continue into an active, efficient and well-run system
[that] will cascade through,”
Page said. “And your engage-

“We can only go uphill from
this point,” Goode said, during
her executive reports.

During their Jan. 29 meeting,
the University of Maine General
Student Senate swore in two
new senators; granted final club
recognition to Best Buddies and
UMaine Nursing International;
and funded allocation requests
for American Society of Civil
Engineering Concrete Canoe,
Maine Masque and Men’s Lacrosse.

Jesse Scardina • Editor in Chief

Members of Campus Crest met with Orono town officials on Thursday to discuss communication issues concerning with The Grove in Orono housing complex, which has seen a slew of problems since
September.

single digits, a number of power
outages at The Grove in Orono
caused a number of residents to
voice complaints as thermostats
dropped into the 40s.
When responding to a media
inquiry by The Maine Campus, Campus Crest Co-Founder Mike Hartnett blamed the
power-outage issues on “faulty
fuses” installed by Bangor Hydro, an electric company out of
the greater Bangor area.
“[Bangor Hydro] knew all
of the specifications and equipment being used, and I think
we had some fuses that were

not properly installed by them
and they went out and replaced
the faulty fuses,” Hartnett said
over the phone on Jan. 26. “It’s
by no means of faulty design
— it was the fuses and [Bangor
Hydro] should have known that
from the design.”
However, when contacted
by The Maine Campus, Bangor
Hydro issued a statement that
contradicted the Campus Crest
co-founder.
“After speaking with engineers involved in the project
and the subsequent outages at
Campus Crest in Orono, we be-

lieve the problem was because
actual demand on the electrical
system exceeded projected demand,” Susan Faloon, Bangor
Hydro’s communications supervisor wrote in an email.
During The Maine Campus’ discussion with Hartnett
and other members of Campus Crest, the issue of the heat
pumps that were installed was
brought up, and Hartnett agreed
that heat pumps lose efficiency
as temperatures dwindle. Yet
Bangor Hydro said they offer
See The Grove on A2

UMS chancellor, UMaine faculty discuss
performance-based funding at senate meeting
Jesse Scardina

Page B1

Student
Entertainment
$13,000 in debt

By Jesse Scardina
After the recent issues at
The Grove in Orono compelled
town officials to contact executives from Campus Crest to
discuss some of the problems
and complaints raised by residents, Orono town manager Sophie Wilson was pleased with
how the conversation went on
Thursday.
“The big topic was communication,” Wilson said. “Based
upon that meeting and what
we’ve heard has been happening at the Grove, we have every
reason to believe they are hear
to address the concerns and
corporate is moving forward
with a plan.”
According to the Bangor
Daily News, the meeting involved Vice President of Construction Field Operations
and Co-Founder of Campus
Crest Mark MacNeil, Timothy
Pease, an attorney with Bangor
law firm Rudman & Winchell,
along with two unidentified
Campus Crest officials, as well
as Wilson, Fire Chief Robert
St. Louis, Police Chief Gary
Duquette, and Old Town Code
Enforcement Officer David
Russell, who was there for
Orono’s Code Enforcement Officer William Murphy, who was
on vacation.
“They told us they were
committed to fixing the problems,” Wilson said of Campus
Crest. “From that conversation,
it sounded like they were leaving folks from corporate here
to make sure all of the concerns
were addressed.”
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York City.
“We graduated slightly under 14,000 high school students throughout the state,”
Page said. “New York City
has about 280,000 seniors, to
give you an idea of scale.”
Page continued by citing
data gathered by the Obama
Administration: In terms of
economic development, at
least 60 percent of a state’s
population should have postsecondary education credentials by year 2025. According
to Page, if Maine is to accept
those percentages, it’s going
to take a drastic effort to obtain students from out of the
state.
“If we took every single
student in our public school
system from kindergarten
through [grade] 12, and we
got every one of them to one
of our campuses and got them
a four-year degree, between
now and 12 years out, we’d
get halfway to the president’s
See UMS on A4
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Reports from UMS board
of trustees meeting
Colin Buttarazzi, representative to the board of trustees,
announced several reports from
the University of Maine System
board of trustee’s Jan. 28 meeting, including news on performance-based funding, diversity increase, credit transfer, the
academic calendar and offshore
Student
Entertainment wind turbines.
UMaine will most likely be
13K in debt, spring concert
losing some funding next year
not likely
During his executive report, due to performance-based fundVice President for Financial ing standards.
“Basically, even if we inAffairs Raymond Updyke announced that Student Entertain- creased our graduation rate by
ment was recently forced to 20 percent — which is infeasible
liquidate its emergency reserve. — we still would have lost 5 perAccording to Updyke, Student cent of our budget,” Buttarazzi
Entertainment — the division said.
According to Buttarazzi,
of UMSG, Inc. that brings concerts and shows to UMaine — is President Paul Ferguson was
around $13,000 in debt after able to come to a compromise
having $285,000 as of Jan. 29. with the board, agreeing to “give
Updyke reminded the body that back a previous chunk of monthese figures did not account ey.” Instead of losing 8 percent,
for a potential spring concert, UMaine will only lose 3 percent.
which, if planned,
The board
could further inof trustees is
crease the deficit.
implementing
If the $13,000 is
a program with
covered this year
“If Student Enter- Study Group
it will either need
— an organito be taken out of
tainment has a
zation which,
GSS’s unallocated
show [during the according to its
funds for next year
or covered this
spring], it will just website, helps
educational
year, if the organization can budget continue to height- i n s t i t u t i o n s
engage
with
en the deficit.”
accordingly.
international
“If Student Enstudents in over
tertainment has a
Raymond Updyke
130 countries
show [during the
Vice President worldwide, prospring], it will just
Financial Affairs viding academcontinue to heightic pathways that
en the deficit,” Upcreate superior
dyke said.
career outcomes
Current Vice
for students.
President for StuThe UMS board of trustees’
dent Entertainment Sarah Goode
was questioned heavily after the goal is to get 1,200 students
announcement, answering inqui- from other countries into the sturies about how this happened. dent population, statewide. AcGoode pinned the blame on ex- cording to Buttarazzi, the board
pected ticket sales and UMSG, has been trying for years and
Inc. not normally having three hopes this move will increase
large shows in one semester, cit- low numbers of diversity inside
ing Boys Like Girls, All-Ameri- the system.
A Credit Transfer Program is
can Rejects and The Ready Set
on Sept. 14; comedians Mike also in progress of being impleBirbiglia and Michael Ian Black mented and is expected to ease
on Oct. 24; and Brantley Gilbert the hassle of moving between
system campuses via transfer.
and Aaron Lewis on Dec. 11.
Goode wasn’t appointed According to Buttarazzi, goals
VPSE until late Nov. when Jon within the systemwide program
Allen stepped down due to the include electronic communiupcoming graduation. Allen cation online to find out what
didn’t completely leave Student would transfer to each school,
Entertainment until mid-Decem- attempting to set standard genber. Unlike the other divisions of eral education requirements, as
UMSG, Inc., most of the deci- well as basic requirements for
sions made inside Student Enter- majors and minors.
UMaine’s academic calendar
tainment are strictly based on the
VPSE’s decision since he or she was approved for the next two
is directly involved with con- years — spring break and all
tract signing, thus leaving most other holiday breaks will stay
of the responsibility in his or her as they presently are until the
2015-16 academic year. While
hands.
After announcing the news, this is good news for most, it
Updyke reminded the body he may not be for the UMaine Vetwas not obligated to do so, but erans Association. The group
did because he thought it was the
moral thing to do.
See UMSG on A4
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Marxist series: ‘2013
15th annual career fair fills up
Israeli Elections: Why is
New Balance Rec. Center
the Right Wing in Power’
Lauren Reeves

Asst. News Editor

Annual series showcases first spring semester show
ties received 42 delegates this
year.
Grab said that the media
considered this a big defeat.
Likud, the major right-wing
party in Israel, lost 11 members and will be required to
form coalitions with parties
that are centrist in nature to
keep control of the Knesset.
This is important to the
United States because of the
differences that the Right- and
Left Wings hold concerning
the conflict with Palestinians.
Radical Right Wings prevent
Palestinians from becoming
established. Because the Right
Wing must form coalitions
with centrist parties, many are
under the impression that their
policies concerning Palestinians will change.
The Palestinian conflict

changing Israeli policies regarding the conflict with Palestinians.
“The change has to be
The Socialist and Marxist
here,” Grab said. The audiStudies Series commenced
ence seemed to agree with his
on Thursday afternoon in the
assertion.
Totman Room of the Memo“We see this as education,”
rial Union.
Allen said in an interview. This
This series, which has been
series, which has been host to
active at the University of
approximately 500 programs
Maine since 1987, is coordiover the years, is the defining
nated by Professor of Philosofeature of the Marxist and Sophy Doug Allen. This succescialist studies minor.
sion of midday lectures, the
“We don’t actually push it
“Controversy Series,” is coto get students to enroll. Actusponsored by the Marxist and
ally, the most prominent thing
Socialist studies minor and
we do is this series,” Allen
the Maine Peace Action Comsaid of the minor.
mittee.
Timely topics of great significance are presented in this
“2013 Israeli Elections:
series, including examinations
Why is the Right Wing in
of elements of war, peace, racPower?”
ism, democracy and internaProfessor of history Alex
tional relations.
Grab launched
Lectures are
the program with
“I’m sorry that I’m a prophet of doom.
open to the puba
presentation
lic at no cost
entitled
“2013
[I’m] not as optimistic [as] the media.”
and are held on
Israeli Elections:
Thursdays from
Why is the Right
Alex Grab 12:30-1:45 p.m.
Wing in Power?”
Professor of history in the Bangor
Grab, who was
University
of Maine Room of the Meborn and raised
morial
Union,
in Israel, began
unless otherwise
by explaining Israel’s system of government. concerns the ongoing struggle noted.
“Famous people come....
He began by saying it is “very between Israelis and Palestindifferent from [the] United ians about mutual recogni- We always have lively discustion, borders, security, water sions,” Allen said excitedly.
States.”
In Israel, an election to rights, control of Jerusalem, “They’re challenging,” he
parliament occurs every four Israeli settlements, freedom continued.
The next lecture will be
years. Elections were held on of movement for Palestinians
Jan. 29 of this year, and 34 par- and addressing the question of held on Feb. 7 and is entitled
“The Real Martin Luther
ties ran — 12 of which made it refugees.
Grab believes that no sub- King, Jr. and the Fake King:
to house of representatives, or
stantial change will take place Why King’s Philosophy and
the Knesset.
“The entire country is like in the Knesset in regard to the Methods are Relevant Today.”
one electoral precinct,” Grab conflict with Palestinians. “I Allen will deliver the lecture.
maintain that right-wing poliThis event, which is coexplained.
sponsored by the Black Stu“The system is very frag- cies...will continue.”
“I’m sorry that I’m a proph- dent Union and Multicultural
mented,” Grab continued.
Israel’s government serves as et of doom,” Grab joked half- Programs, will begin with
the executive branch, and the heartedly. “[I’m] not as opti- light lunch and refreshments
served from 12:00-12:30 p.m.
leader of the biggest party in mistic as [the] media.”
An involved discussion in the Bangor Room.
parliament becomes the prime
The series will continue
minister. The Knesset is com- followed Grab’s presentation
prised of 120 members, and and many asked if pressure throughout the spring semestwo of the 12 right wing par- from the U.S. would assist in ter.

By Shelby Hartin
Copy Editor

Jesse Scardina • Editor in Chief

The Grove in Orono has been under much criticism from both the town of Orono and its residents.

The New Balance Student
Recreation Center was bustling Wednesday, Jan. 30, for
the 15th annual Career Fair.
Students of all ages and majors attended with the hope to
find a job or internship opportunity.
The basketball court was an
unfamiliar sight with over 900
students funneling in and out
of the Recreation Center for
the career fair alone. The Career Fair held here at UMaine
is the largest job fair in the
state of Maine and serves as
a huge resource for students
every year.
With 117 organizations and
companies represented for
students to talk to, job search
resources were plentiful. This
year’s Career Fair had a 27
percent increase in employer
participation, compared to the
90 who were involved in the
2012 Career Fair.
The Career Fair served as
a diverse place for students
to scope out the job market.
There were businesses representing nearly every sector of
employment, including business and industry, engineering,
state and federal government,
healthcare, education, summer camps, military, human
resources, forestry services
and non-profit organizations.
Samantha Wood, a fourthyear finance student, said she
attended the fair to “gather as
much information as possible,
network and distribute my resume.”
Wood was a lucky career
fair attendee, as she landed
two interviews for the following day. “I’ve never done an

The Grove
from A1

incentives to partners who install efficient heat pumps, but
Campus Crest did not do so.
“We believe the use of more
efficient heat pumps may have
prevented the problem,” Faloon
wrote. “We support heat pump
technology, however we recommend units that meet certain
efficiency guidelines. Bangor
Hydro has a heat-pump pilot
program that provides financial incentives for heat pumps
that actually exceed Energy
Star guidelines. The units that
are being used in the Campus
Crest facility do not meet those
guidelines or even Energy Star
guidelines.”
The statement concluded
with Bangor Hydro stating
that the steps they have taken
should alleviate the issues and
will work with management to
come up a more permanent fix.
“We believe we’ve taken
steps to address the problems
for now [upgrading fuses and
transformers] and we’ve also
identified some potential solutions to prevent future outages
and will work with property
management to come up with
a long-term solution,” Faloon
wrote.
Communication issues
The issues of communication were a constant talking
point, according to Wilson,
between the town and Campus Crest. She also said that
isn’t rare amongst tenants and
landlords, but because of the
scale of The Grove in Orono,
it became a bigger problem.
Normally, Wilson said, the
town likes to see those issues
resolved on their own.
“We’re here as a fall back,
and in this particular circumstance, the message I got loud
and clear from Campus Crest is
that there were communication
issues — we can all agree with
that,” Wilson said. “They have
taken pretty immediate steps
to ensure that doesn’t happen
again.”
In light of the problems,
Campus Crest sent out an email
to its residents offering a $50
rent voucher for February to
combat the recent issues. When
asked whether or not Campus
Crest has reimbursed its residents enough for some of the
problems, Wilson said the town
doesn’t have an opinion on
that.

interview,” Wood said, admitting she would have to practice. “I’m pretty pumped.…
Pretty nervous too.”
Many seniors experienced
the same anxiety as the May
graduation approaches. The
uneasy feelings accompanying the thought of life after
college are not exactly settled
at a job fair.
Michael Orr, a third-year
civil engineering student, admitted that he too was nervous, even though he isn’t
graduating this year.
Orr reported that he was
looking to find his first opportunity to apply his studies in
the workforce.
“I’ve only worked at a
country club before,” he said.
Although he still has another year to go, the pressure was
still on to find an internship.
With a crowd of mostly
graduating seniors, the tallied
results from those who signed
in showed that there were a
variety of students at the fair.
Patty Counihan, director of
the Career Center, reported in
an email that there were a total
of 915 attendees: 95 first-year
students, 109 sophomores,
173 juniors, 328 seniors, 61
graduate students, 29 alumni,
20 non students and roughly
100 people who did not sign
in.
Lucky for students, most
employers were looking to
fill jobs. Counihan reported
64 percent of employer participants were looking to fill
full-time positions, 49 percent
looking to fill internships or
seasonal, summer positions
and other participants came to
meet students and collect resumes to fill future openings.
Scott Burian, a fourth-year

business and communication
student, reported a positive response from employers at the
Career Fair. Burian personally
felt it was the most satisfying
Career Fair he had attended.
Burian admitted he prepared a pitch about himself,
which he believed helped him
talk to business representatives.
“I also circled all the places
on the map,” Burian said about
the businesses he planned to
visit. “It’s a large facility, and
it’s easy to get lost.”
Counihan reported in her
email, “[T]his is the first year
that the School of Forest Resources has teamed up with
the Career Center to offer a
combined Forest Resources
Job Fair and Career Fair. The
Forestry Job Fair has 21 employer participants.
“Last year’s Career Fair
had 898 students attend, so
we increased the number of
students [who attended] this
year,” Counihan wrote.
“While 69 percent of the
employers were Maine-based,
we also have employers headquartered in 9 other states and
Washington, D.C. Other states
represented include California, New Hampshire, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and
Wisconsin,” Counihan said.
This range provides the
students the ability to explore
their options, whether they
choose to stay here in Maine
or live outside the state.
Counihan also reported that
45 percent of the employer
participants at the Career Fair
were UMaine alumni of the
University of Maine, showing the strong bond between
the university and its former
students.

“It’s not that we don’t care
about our residents,” Wilson
said. “But at the end of the day,
that’s really between Campus
Crest and the tenants. I would
encourage people who are unhappy to bring it up with Campus Crest. They have been very
willing to at least listen to concerns.”
Wilson believes the topic of
communication is no longer an
issue, as she said Campus Crest
made it clear that they expect
to hear from her directly if any
other issues come up.

termine how broad this problem
was. I gave advice to document
any issues, take pictures…”
O’Mara said the majority of
problems he’s talked to students
with have been about possible
mold issues, which according
to the Bangor Daily News, may
have returned. Town officials
also released documents on
Tuesday indicating that there
were mold problems in September at The Grove complex
in Orono. The tests, which were
performed by TP Environmental Consulting in Brewer on
Sept. 28, confirmed the finding of mold in four apartment
buildings, according to the paper.
In a letter to The Grove dated Oct. 3, St. Louis, who also
acts as Orono’s Health Officer, stated that follow-up tests
“indicate a strong potential for
adverse health [e]ffects in your
tenants.”
The mold issues were
cleared to the satisfaction of
town officials, but, according
to the Bangor Daily News, at
least three mold complaints
have been filed since the string
of power outages, yet the presence of mold has not been confirmed this winter.
While O’Mara said no one
has pursued legal action against
Campus Crest to his knowledge, he laid out the situation
as to when he would pursue
litigation.
“If it was me, I would immediately send written notice,
saying not only does this need
to be dealt with now, here is a
time frame for when this needs
to be fixed, and you need to
provide a place for me to stay,
because this is not a safe situation,” O’Mara said. “If I was returned to that situation and the
problem returned, that would
be the point I would consider
it a material breach of the lease
and I would basically sue them
in small claims court or sue
them civilly.”
O’Mara has said he has offered to sign a limited representation agreement with students who have voiced their
complaints, but none have
asked him to do so. What a
limited representation agreement would provide is O’Mara
would be permitted to send letters and make phone calls on
the student’s behalf.
“In this case, I’ve offered to
call the Grove and take that role
on, and no student [has asked]
me to follow through on that,”
O’Mara said.

Town Manager Sophie Wilson

“When [Campus Crest]
left I received
telephone numbers
... with the direction
that they expected
me to call if there
were any issues.”
Sophie Wilson
Orono Town Manager
“What we were lacking before was being able to go up the
chain,” she said. “When they
left I received telephone numbers for the high up folks with
direction that they expected
me to call if there were any issues.”
More mold alleged in
Grove complex
Throughout the school year,
Undergraduate Student Legal
Aid Attorney Sean O’Mara said
anywhere from 10-15 students
have approached him for advice for problems at The Grove
in Orono.
“From student legal services
point of view, these were still
isolated incidents,” O’Mara
said. “There was no way to de-
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Professors of ‘Faculty ’88’ look back at 25 years
Longtime members of University of Maine community reminisce on last quarter century, including evolving to the Web
Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

On Wednesday, nine professors who began teaching
at the University of Maine in
1988 took time to reminisce
about their time together for
“The Faculty ’88: Reflection
on 25 Years at the University
of Maine.”
The low-key event was held
in the Arthur St. John Hill Auditorium in Barrows Hall. As
the event was about to start,
several of the professors made
their way to the front of the
room at the last minute and
took their seats at the long
table.
The professors who participated were David Batuski of
the physics and astronomy department, Sandy Caron of the
education and human development department, Dave Dvorak
of the mechanical engineering
department, Rick Eason of the
electrical and computer engineering department, Dorothy
Klimis-Zacas and Adrienne
White of the food science
and human nutrition department, Tom Mikotowicz of the
School of Performing Arts,
Chuck Wallace of the Department of Animal and Veteri-

nary Sciences and Gail
Werrbach of
the School of
Social Work.
Caron began by speaking about the
orientation
process the
professors
went through
after
being hired in
1988.
“We spent
three
days
on campus
[…] learning all about
the university, and we
also attended
a three-day
bus tour that
went south,”
she said.
C a r o n
and the other
professors all
chimed in
with mem- Professors who came to UMaine in 1988 look back on 25 years at the University.
ories from
the
trip,
apple farm.
lace jokingly responded, “I
including a visit to a farm,
When Klimis-Zacas held think you got it on a beach
a fish market in Portland, a up a sand dollar and asked, somewhere.”
campground in Sebago and an “Where did I get this?,” WalAs part of a PowerPoint

presentation,
the
faculty
went through
a slideshow
that included
group photos
they’ve taken
with
each
other over the
years. They
also
discussed how
technology
has changed
since 1988.
“The Internet was new,”
Batuski said.
“In particular,
I remember
that as the
World Wide
Web
was
coming into
existence […]
the traffic on
the Internet
was about 45
percent
astronomers.
Courtesy photo There was
a lot of astronomical
data
that
was going back and forth.”
The faculty also presented
a 20-item list of ideas to pro-

mote in the retention of new
faculty. One of the points that
was emphasized was the sense
of community that Orono offers, as illustrated in the item
that read, “Make sure all new
faculty understand: We ain’t
Harvard. We’re a ‘nice state
university.’”
Werrbach later reiterated
that point, saying, “We’re not
Harvard on Stillwater.”
“That’s the selling point —
the climate here,” she said.
Toward the end of the
presentation, the professors
opened the floor to questions
from the audience. When
asked what drew them to
UMaine, each professor spoke
about being able to have a
family life, the charm of the
campus and the flexibility of
being a UMaine professor.
“You can be who you want
to be and do the kind of thing
that you want to do,” Eason said. “My life has kind
of changed several different
times along the way, in terms
of what I’m focusing on.”
The event wrapped up
quickly, less than an hour after it began, so several of the
professors could attend the
UMaine faculty council meeting.

Need a forum to express to your true love how you feel?
Want to tell a secret admirer what you really want from them?
Send your Valentines Day messages to Jesse Scardina on FirstClass and they will be published in Feb. 11 edition of The Maine
Campus.
Please keep it brief and limit profanity.
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in full after requesting $2,500
for their upcoming trip to the
2012-13 New England Regional
ASCE Concrete Canoe Competition hosted by the University of
Massachusetts Dartmouth from
April 26-27.
The captain of the club last
year spoke on behalf of the organization, stating the team took
second overall in last year’s
competition held at the University of New Hampshire. The
representative also said the club
has collected over $1,000 of
fundraising through UMaine’s
engineering department funds
and also received $500 from its
national organization. The club
is expecting to have 15 to 20
members competing.
Maine Masque was funded
in full after requesting $1,435
for an upcoming theater performance. Funding in the amount of
$1,000 is expected to be used for

The Maine Campus • News
final recognition
Best Buddies and UMaine
Nursing International received
final club recognition from the
GSS, granting them acknowledgement from Student Organizations as official clubs on campus.
Best Buddies’ purpose is to
“[pair] young adults in the community with intellectual and
developmental disabilities into
one-to-one friendships with college students.”
Club president Chelsea
O’Meara spoke on behalf of the
organization, stating the club had
its first event of the year a couple
of weeks ago with “Match Buddies.” Club members met with
community members for the first
time. O’Meara says Best Buddies Prom will be held in April,
and Best Buddies Olympics is in
the process of being planned for
the spring.

people get medical care for free.
Surprisingly, it’s a very efficient
system.”

Standing rules revised, exec
reports
A rule was amended to restrict
club or committee representatives who also hold GSS seats
from speaking on behalf of the
report in an effort to bring new
people into GSS meetings.
“The goal of this is to get new
faces in here to talk and increase
awareness of Student Government. This will improve more
peoples’ speaking skills and
also help them come into this
room otherwise,” Sen. Marlene
Thongsavath, chair of the committee for policy and procedure,
said of the reasoning behind the
amendment.
“Honestly, this has always
been a cop-out for a lot of
groups that just say, ‘Hey, we
already have a
representative
there that’s not
a senator, so
he or she can
just give the
report,’” said
Helmke. “Obviously, if the
president is already here, he
or she should
Adams,
probably give
Trask
join
the report as
GSS
highest in chain
The
GSS
of command,
welcomed two
but otherwise,
new senators
this does not
aboard
near
need to be the
the beginning
case.”
of the meeting.
Another
Second-year
rule was also
student Tanner
amended, deAdams, a Lewclaring
role
iston
native,
and first-year
Sergio Afonso • Staff Photographer call to be announced in orstudent Sydney New inductees, Tanner Adams (left) and Sydney Trask take oaths before joining the ranks of the
der of seniority,
Trask of East- Student Government.
not alphabetionwere sworncally, in an efin after taking
an oath with Vice President Sam scenery, $375 for rights and $60
The group consists of college fort to make these easier for clerk
Helmke. Now, there are three for scripts.
students and 27 associate mem- because of high turnover rate.
Maine Masque has fundraised bers who come and help with
In President Kim Dao’s exseats currently open on the GSS.
$600 and expects a contribution events. Only college students ecutive report, the third-year
Men’s Lacrosse, ASCE from the Program Fund in the involved with the program are biology student said she and VP
Concrete Canoe and Maine amount of $2,700. Expected at- paired with community mem- Helmke met with VP of Student
tendance is between 300 to 500 bers. The club also works with Affairs and Dean of Students
Masque receive funding
From unfinished business, students — UMaine students the Center for Cultural & Dis- Robert Dana about potential
collaboration with Maine Day
Men’s Lacrosse was funded in can gain free access with the ability Studies.
full after requesting $5,000 for presentation of a MaineCard.
UMaine Nursing Interna- and also with the director of
their upcoming spring season, The performance is titled “God tional’s purpose is to “[travel] Bangor’s Waterfront Concerts
which includes eight games of Carnage.”
abroad to provide healthcare to for potential help with Student
Five other groups received underserved populations and Entertainment.
— four home, four away. Club
Vice President Igor Radosav- funding: $475 to Mock Trial for gain cultural experience.”
In VP Helmke’s report, he anljevic and a captain of the club a regional competition, $600 to
A fill-in representative spoke nounced the clerk of the GSS as
spoke on behalf of the organiza- the Asian Student Association on behalf of the club because Ryan Kasianchuk.
tion, stating they were working for the East Coast Asian Ameri- other members were unable to
Sen. Sydney Trask was added
on fundraising ideas.
can Student Union Conference attend. She said the club has 12 to the nomination list for Faculty
According to Radosavljevic, at Columbia University in New members and one faculty mem- Senate Representative, joining
last year’s ideas garnered little York from Feb. 22 - 24, $560 to ber planning to attend an upcom- Sen. Jake Dumas. Also, Sens.
success, collecting under $100 in the Maine Animal Club for the ing trip to Belize in early March Caleb Shortt and Caroline Hara bottle drive and failing to com- NESA conference, $300 to the which they’re all paying out-of- vey were added to the pool of
plete planned donation letters. Track Team for a meet at Boston pocket for.
nominations for Legal Services
Men’s Lacrosse club members University’s Track and Tennis
Vice President for Student Liaison, joining Sen. Logan Nee
pay a considerable amount of Center, and $130 to the Shoto- Organizations Sarah Porter and Sen. Dumas. These positions
money, out of pocket, to join the kan Karate Club for new equip- helped explain what the club will be voted on at the GSS’ next
team, making up for any fund- ment.
does: “Their goal is to get to meeting, along with Graduate
raising they are unable to do.
these countries, go door-to-door Student Representative and Pro
From new business, ASCE
Best Buddies, UMaine and ask if they need medical aid. Tempore.
Concrete Canoe was funded Nursing International receive They set up clinics, and these
recently sent a signed petition
to the UMaine Senate Faculty
advising them to make Veterans Day one of the university’s
scheduled holidays in which
classes, among other things, are
cancelled for the day as a symbol of recognition. If passed, the
change wouldn’t occur until the
2016-17 academic year.
Habib Dagher, UMaine’s Director of the Advanced Structures
and Composites Center, presented to the UMS board of trustees
on the university’s progress with
offshore wind turbines and plans
for the future. According to Buttarazzi, Dagher said the size of
the planned turbines will be near
the height of Washington Monument, and the blade length will
be close to the wingspan of a
Boeing 747. By
2030, Dagher
expects there
to be enough
offshore wind
turbine farms
to generate as
much power
as 50 nuclear
power plants.

UMS

provide cost-efficient fouryear degrees — something the
from A1
flagship campus can’t do —
the other is to allocate money
for research and development,
goals,” Page said.
That’s why, Page said, there which Orono’s campus excels
needs to be a determined focus in.
“[Research and developon identifying and helping the
200,000 or so Maine residents ment] really occurs on this
who have had some exposure campus,” Page said. “What
to post-secondary education, we’re really talking about,
but haven’t finished their de- when we talk about funding
around that parameter is what
gree or program.
“If we can capture 10 or 20 happens here.”
A question was raised about
percent of those [who haven’t
completed their academic the UMS budget, and why it
program] and convince them has the third-largest budget in
to come through, the addition the system — a notion Page
it would mean for us and the denied — and if there should
advancements for those fami- be some more review at the
lies and communities would system level — something
Page agreed with.
be enormous,” Page said.
“I’m largely in agreement
To better serve some of
these people and to expand with the [size of administraUMaine’s footprint, Page said, tion being a problem],” Page
it is necessary to advance how said. “[But] the University of
Maine System office does not
technology is delivered.
“That is going to have to be have the third-largest budget
a part of our portfolio,” Page — it has the fifth.
“I made the claim that the
said. “How we react to that is
going to be a big part of how system office needed to be
looked at. There were 160
we succeed going forward.”
Two other areas of the hard-working employees genboard of trustees’ “Goals and erating no credit hours,” Page
Actions Plan” that were in continued. “We compare to our
motion, according to Page, peers, per student, heavy on
were the improvement of the administration. We are $400
credit-transfer project and per student above the averperformance-based funding age cost of administration. If
for departments — according we reduce that administrative
to Page, the former has been cost to average amongst our
well-received in communi- peers, we’d put about $10.5
ties, while the latter is being million in the bottom line. I’d
heavily criticized by UMaine like to double that. I’d like to
be $400 below.”
faculty.
One of the last questions
“We prioritized and one of
the projects we are working on raised was about the imporis the credit-transfer project, tance of maintaining highand by the way no single item quality faculty — and the
of which I’m aware has stood rumors of a reserve of money
us in better standing with the the UMS had available. Page
addressed
his
legislature and
concern for bringour communi“I made the claim ing in and keeping
ties than our
that the system
new and qualified
commitment to
make progress office needed to be faculty and his
skepticism of the
in this area,”
looked at. There
available money
Page said.
in this reserve
After speakwere 160 hardfund.
ing for about 20
working employ“A
critical
minutes, facchallenge
this
ees generating
ulty president
campus
faces…is
Harold Onsrud
no credit hours.
the ratio of tenure
opened
the
stream — nonconversation
James Page tenured faculty,”
up to questions
Chancellor Page said. “If we
— he had alUniversity of Maine can’t find a way
ready prepared
the first few.
System to invest in young
scholars and bring
The
first
them along and
question was
directed toward the issues keep them here, the problem
of the contract negotiations, won’t be 1 or 2 years from
which has plagued UMS since now when you all are still
June 30, 2011, when the pre- here, but 5, 10, 15 years from
vious contract expired. Page now.
“I have heard — and god I
addressed the concerns, but
said that this meeting wasn’t wish it were true — that [Rethe time or the place for a de- becca Wyke, UMS vice chantailed conversation about the cellor for finance and administration] is sitting on $177
contract issues.
“We’re all highly dissatis- million,” Page continued.
fied with the model and how “First of all, it’s monies that
we get together to try and do exists not in a bank account,
this,” Page said. “One of the but exists throughout the enthings we’re looking hard to tire system. Seventy-five perfind is a way to change that cent of that money exists on
model on how the dialogue the campuses. You have it and
ensues. No one likes the cur- use it, day in and day out, for
rent situation, but it would not capital improvements and debe appropriate to get into spe- layed maintenance.
“I can name 25 categories
cifics.”
Questions followed about of expenditures that are made
the performance-based fund- possible by the fact those
ing model and how it appears funds exist.”
The faculty senate meetto the Orono faculty that it’s
primarily redistributing fund- ing comes just two days after
ing away from the flagship UMS faculty representatives
campus. Page addressed those refused to partake in a meetconcerns and tried to detail ing with UMS board of trustthat the outcome-based for- ees members, citing “contenmula has two parts and the tious contract negotiations,”
second is integral to Orono’s according to the Bangor Daily
campus. While one goal of News.
outcome-based funding is to
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Police
Beat
		
The best from
          UMaine’s finest

By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

Sorry for party rockin’
A UMPD officer reported an
alcohol offense at Cumberland
Hall at 10:06 p.m. Jan. 25. An

officer on foot patrol heard loud
music playing in a room and
saw an intoxicated male exit
the room. The officer knocked
on the door and an occupant
opened it. The officer found six
males with open beer containers.
Two non-students, 17 and 19,

were escorted from campus
and given a 24 hour no-trespass
warning. Three students — 18,
18 and 19 — were summonsed
for illegal possession of alcohol
by a minor by consumption.
Two students, 19, were referred
to Judicial Affairs.

‘I’m fine’
A UMPD officer reported
an alcohol offense near Sigma
Alpha Epsilon at 12:56 a.m.
Jan. 26. Officers were parked
in a marked police vehicle near
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house
when Autumn Murtagh, 20, exited the house and waved to the
officers. She opened the rear
door of the officers’ vehicle and
sat in the back seat. When asked
if she was aware that she had
gotten into the back of a police
vehicle, Murtagh responded,
“I’m fine, just waiting for a
friend.” Officers determined
she was not aware of her surroundings and was intoxicated.
Murtagh was summonsed for
illegal possession of alcohol by
a minor.

Drunk punk
UMPD received a report of
an alcohol offense at Somerset
Hall at 2:37 a.m. Dominic Desjardins, 18, was seen running
from Oxford Hall to Somerset
Hall. Desjardins was found by
UMPD officers in a room on
the first floor of Somerset Hall.
Desjardins was unable to stand
straight and was determined to
be intoxicated. Desjardins said
he had an argument with his
girlfriend in a room at Oxford
Hall and was removed from
the room by her male friends.
Officers talked to Desjardins’ girlfriend and discovered
they had been together for a
month, and there was no previous history of violence between
the two. Desjardins was summonsed for illegal possession
of alcohol by a minor by consumption.

Get well soon
UMPD received a report of
illness at Hilltop Dining Hall at
6:06 p.m. Jan. 24. A male nonstudent, 51, complained of left
arm numbness. He was transported by UVAC to St. Joseph
Hospital in Bangor.
Message received
UMPD received a report of
harassment at 4:13 p.m. Jan.
27. The victim said he received
two phone messages from Joseph Galante, 18, and Dillon
Letson, 18 that included threats
to assault the victim. The victim said he knew who the callers were and that the threats
stemmed from an earlier incident where the victim made
statements about his girlfriend.
Galante and Letson were issued
harassment notices.

University of Maine Briefs

M

A5

LGBT to bring Hudson
Taylor in as lecturer

Partners for World
Health selling roses

Women in the Curriculum to hold lunch series

Volunteers needed for
blood drive

The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Services at the University of
Maine are welcoming public
speaker Hudson Tyler to the
UMaine campus on Feb. 18
at 7:30 in DPC 100.
The event is oriented toward student athletes and
coaches, but all students and
facutly can atteng.
Described as a straight
ally, Taylor is “an effective
LGBT rights advocate that is
on a mission to unite people
and build allies among athletes.

Members of the Partners
for World Health UMaine
chapter are raising money for
its trip abroad in May by selling handcrafted Valentines
Day bouquets.
Single red roses run $5,
while a dozen is $15. Single
colored roses are $4 a piece
and $13 for a dozen. Colored
bouquets are on a first come,
first serve basis.
Preordered bouquets will
be ready for pickup on Valentines Day in the Union from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and the order
must be in before Feb. 10.
For order forms or questions, contact Lauren Grooters on FirstClass.

The University of Maine
Women in the Curriculum
Lunch Series is hosting its
first topic on Wednesday,
Feb. 6 from 12:15 to 1:30
p.m. in the Bangor Room.
The topic is transgender
activism, with Director of
Safety and Environmental
Management Wayne Maines
as the guest speaker.
Maines’ the recipient of
teh 2011 ACLU of Maine’s
Roger Baldwin Award will
give a lecture titled “Transgender Justice: A Father’s
Perspective.”

The American Red Cross
needs volunteers for its
blood drive on Feb. 12 and
13 in the New Balance Student Recreation Center from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
To signup, visit signupschedule.com/bodwellcenter.
For questions, contact
Meagan McCready on FirstClass.
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Page’s talking points a
good start, but let’s see
where cuts come from

T

here was a lot of talk about numbers at the University of
Maine’s most recent faculty senate meeting. The conversation mostly addressed a need to increase the number
of students as well as the student-to-faculty ratio at our
university. However, the underlying message behind that
discussion is that we’re trying to relieve some of the financial pressure
on the system — a dauntingly complex calculus that can leave nobody
entirely satisfied.
Chancellor James Page, who attended the meeting, suggested a few
potential ways to boost enrollment. The name of the game seems to be
outreach: to get more people on board with the college experience. This
means opening up to greater numbers of transfer students, promoting
the continued education of the 10-20 percent of our state’s population
who have begun but not yet completed undergraduate degree programs,
and continuing to entice freshly minted high school graduates with
UMaine’s excellent academic and extracurricular programs.
Not only would these strategies generate some immediate revenue,
they would provide long-term benefits for the university system as well.
We’re a public university, dependent on the Maine legislature for funding. The entire state’s economy can only benefit from a more educated,
knowledgeable and skilled population. This would constitute a positive
feedback loop for both Maine’s and UMaine’s economies.
Another financial concern Chancellor Page raised is that funds allocated for administration expenses are $400 higher per student than the
average among our peer universities. Not only does he propose to eliminate that discrepancy, he envisions decreasing those costs to a point at
which we would be $400 below average costs — a net savings of $800
per student. This $800 savings, whether it would come so neatly packaged as a tuition decrease, would undoubtedly be a tremendous relief to
students, not to mention that it would free up an estimated $20 million
in the system budget — unarguably an attractive prospect.
A series of questions naturally arises: Where, in the administration,
does Chancellor Page propose to find these savings? In the act of eliminating or consolidating positions? How many? Cutting or reducing benefits? By how much? Reducing travel expenses? How drastically? How
might these various sources be prioritized? These details have not been
unveiled. Painful choices are going to have to be made, and how they
are made will directly affect how our education is delivered.
Furthermore, how does Chancellor Page envision using the $20 million in savings? For increased support for financial aid? Faculty salaries? Improvements to the grounds and physical plant? Elimination or
reduction of some student fees? Reduced tuition? And, as with finding
the savings, how will the expenditures be prioritized? We appreciate
Chancellor Page’s evident concern about the long-term health of the
university, and we eagerly await a more specific proposition.
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Hagel’s stance on Israel clouds
appointment of Sec. of Defense
Among the highly skeptical
political appointments over the
past month, Chuck Hagel’s appointment to the secretary of defense position has been the most
controversial. Why is that?
Hagel, a former republican
U.S. senator from Nebraska, is a
decorated Vietnam War combat
veteran and a recipient of two
Purple Hearts.
Hagel has mostly stayed conservative over his career in politics
on issues ranging from abortion to
school prayer and school vouchers. Be that as it may, his track record on foreign policy and defense
is somewhat liberal.
Hagel called on his military
experience on the Senate Foreign
Relations committee in the late
1990s to support a treaty against
land mines and accused the Bush
administration of a “cavalier approach” to the rest of the world in
the months leading up to the Iraq
War.
The current Georgetown University professor has long been
considered an isolationist in regard to foreign policy. In 2002,
he wrote that the U.S. should be
inspiring allies to work on “making a better world” as opposed to
ruling by a sense of “divine mission,” particularly when accusing a country of having weapons
of mass destruction without clear
evidence — something Hagel was
clearly skeptical of.
The Senate Armed Services
Committee hearing last Thursday
brought together a shameful nar-

row spectrum of ideas, and here’s
why: With the plethora of unique
opinions Hagel has held on various issues, the most overwhelming topic of discussion wasn’t his
support of chemical weapons in
1997, nor was it his opposition
to 2007 surge in Iraq. No, it was
Israel.
Conservatives, such as Repub-

lobby” intimidates lawmakers into
supporting Israel’s foreign policy,
even if it’s detrimental to U.S. interests.
Israeli lobbying has been a
large part of American politics
since the beginning of the 20th
century. After all, Zionist lobbying
in the U.S. aided in the creation of
the State of Israel in 1947-48.

The most
overwhelming topic
of discussion wasn’t
[Hagel’s] support of
chemical weapons
in 1997, nor was
it his opposition to
2007 surge in Iraq.
No, it was Isreal.
Logan Nee
lican Sen. Lindsey Graham and
Republican Sen. John McCain,
stamped Hagel as the biggest
threat to Israel’s national security
in ages, claiming he was soft on
terrorism and a modest supporter
of the Israel state. Democrats
bombarded Hagel with questions,
using the hearing as a time to exhibit their full-fledged support of
Israel.
Hagel claimed that, above all,
he was a U.S. Senator, not an Israeli senator. This, of course, is referring to the Hagel’s controversial
opinion that the influential “Jewish

Our Middle East ally has received the most U.S. foreign assistance — mostly in the form of military aid — of any other country
in the world: roughly $115 billion.
This comprises only a small percentage of the U.S. budget every
year, but when everything is on the
chopping block — or supposed to
be — it’s hard to look away from
such a substantial cash flow.
Lobbying groups such as the
American Israel Public Affairs
Committee and Christians United
for Israel funnel millions of dollars into American campaigns

each year. Organizations such as
AIPAC and CUFI spend countless
hours traveling to Congressional
offices of both parties just before
appropriations take place, keeping
checks on those who are beginning to waver their support.
The consequence of lost support is a flood of donations to a
candidate’s opponent in the next
election. At a time when donations
and special interest have clouded
honorable campaign tactics, this
has simply added fuel to the fire.
These claims simply define
the background of Hagel’s argument and they don’t necessarily
represent my opinions. However,
Hagel does represent a new era of
American defense — one that is
beginning to represent our generation, one that is a bit more isolationist-friendly and one that begins to question our previous ties
to other countries.
Because what’s the point of
staying true to traditional conformity when it’s not questioned
once in a while?
If Israel needs $2-3 billion of
our tax money every year to comfortably defend our nation’s best
interest, then so be it. Our mutual
allegiance is an integral and strategically unique piece in the puzzle
of world affairs.
If not, it may be beneficial to
bring some back to those suffering
within our own borders.
Logan Nee is a third-year economics and political science student.

Readers Speak
beautifulpainting, in response to “Women’s rights on
the front line eliminate longstanding form of sexism”:
In high school I could clean
and jerk my own weight, snatch
60 kg, could do 110 straight push
ups and 5 pull ups (more with
ropes. Hey, Im weak in that area).
Unfortunately, I went to the military base out of high school and
they asked me if I wanted to join
because I found the arab men to
be hot, wink wink. Literally, the
guy winked at me and gave me
a Pizzari bread stick. I am a heterosexual girl that wasnt good at
school but I was good at every
sport Ive ever tried, and wanted
to put myself to hold a purpose.
And I wanted to travel, desert is
OK with me, Ive lived in desert before, kinsa still do. I asked
about their combat positions and
they recommended the military
police. I sat in my room that night
on the floor, broken hearted. I
wanted to be able to fight for my
country-fair and square. I held the
purest intent in that regard; I am
six feet tall and have cricket legs;
and now I couldnt do what I truly

wanted to do with my freakbody
God gave me. Olympics hold no
purpose, no heart. It just sucked.
Anyway, just wanted to give my
two cents. It really was miserable
for me, and I just finished a painting of Leon Panetta hahaha. Im
so thankful just for somebody to
unshackle that choice in intention
if I were to choose to go that route
in the future, Im still mid twenties.
Your posting will spark misogyny
like no other, its gotten really just
plain boring to see all the misogyny pushback when women are
driving and policing the streets
with guns in hand already, they
are arguing over already-in place
and done actions. My testing recommended me to “intelligence”
as well as three other guys, one in
flight control that couldve helped
me, at least he told that to me to
attempt at getting a date with me,
backing my being in intelligence,
but I dont exactly want to dye with
thoughts and my mouth moving
those thoughts into the world, Id
rather be punching somebody in
the face to be completely honest.
And plus I cant spell “die”, so. I
think I would be maybe not good

choice for intellegenzzz. I just
wish I could drive a tank and blow
shit up, with mascara on and some
colorful language. *shrugs*
KarenPease, in response to
“UMaine continues to work on
offshore energy”:
I have to wonder why it is important that coastal citizens don’t
have to view turbines or have
their ‘landscape’ changed, but rural Mainers are not given the same
consideration.
Onshore, Maine has poor wind
resources….and yet, 2/3 of our
state was rezoned as an Expedited
Permitting Area in order to favor
this one industry. Because of this
rezoning and the accompanying
law - which also removed our very
right to argue these projects based
on their scenic impact – Maine’s
mountain ridges are being sacrificed for industrial wind energy
plants. Much of rural Maine relies
on nature-based tourism, capitalizing on our state’s unique “Quality of Place”.
Without that pristine and natural quality, we are losing what
makes Maine such a unique ‘des-

tination’. How many will want to
travel to and spend money in the
remote regions of Maine when
there are huge, 500 foot tall turbines -- 2 1/2 times the height of
Maine’s tallest skyscraper -- within sight and within sound of so
many treasured areas?
Citizens in rural Maine should
have the same consideration as
those living or vacationing along
our coast. Our health, property
values - and often, our way of
making a living and our very way
of life are in jeopardy.
I support research and applaud
the hard-working engineers who
are striving to create something
beneficial for our environment
and our economy. But I hope the
University system will give equal
attention to the follies of landbased industrial wind. One need
only study the data of UMPI’s
wind turbine experiment to understand that land-based industrial
wind in Maine incurs costs much
greater than its benefits.
Respectfully Submitted,
Karen Pease
Lexington Twp., Maine

Excuses for rape don’t Clinton should be seen as viable
2016 presidential candidate
have a place in U.S .
“Rape” is not a word many
people like to hear. There are
many who probably consider
the word to be as vulgar as the
act itself. Pundits, lawmakers
and citizens alike have voiced
strong outrage toward the perpetrators of a gang rape in India
that led to the victim’s death, but
are we in a place to voice such
opinions?
When
a
crime this heinous
occurs
halfway across
the world, we
are swift to act.
Women
and
men are quick to
note how awful
the situation is.
However, when
such a thing
happens in our
own backyard,
it seems the
stakes are much
different. Outrage turns to excuses, and excuses turn to shifting blame. It is
unpleasant to note, but the legal
handling of rape in the U.S. is
only marginally better than the
treatment of the same crime in
many other places in the world.
During election season,
women watched triumphantly
as politicians, like Todd Akin,
lost their seats due to horrific
comments that pertained to rape
and abortion. Their loss was
a small victory in the realm of
reproductive rights and sexual
abuse, but we cannot deny that

Perhaps, yes, a woman’s dress is
short, but it is beyond repulsive
that popular culture has linked
clothing choices to rape. We
look down on sexual assaults
that occur in countries like India, yet when similar crimes
occur here, they are made to be
defensible.
If a woman was drunk, that
apparently
makes her willing. It is a sadbut-true reality
The “she asked for
that nearly 80
it” excuse is extremely
percent of women don’t report
popular in a country
a rape, and we
that claims to be
should be asking
why. Perhaps it
progressive in regards
is because we
to women’s rights.
refuse to believe
those who do
come forward or
because we have
Jeri Cosgrove
made laws cherishing the children that have
if it was not for the intervention resulted from these encounters
of renowned “hacktivist” group while still ignoring the victim.
Surely we live in a safer
Anonymous. Although it has not
been entirely proven, it appears place than India. Is that not
that the crime was covered up true? But for women, it may
because of the perpetrators’ still be far from the truth. Unstatuses within the community. til the legal system takes rape
Even worse, perhaps, was the more seriously as a crime, those
overwhelming response from same lawmakers have no place
community members, defend- to berate another country for its
ing the accused and noting that lax treatment of such a serious
subject.
the victim was “asking for it.”
The “she asked for it” excuse
Jeri Cosgrove is a third-year
is extremely popular in a country that claims to be progressive English student with a concenin regards to women’s rights. tration in creative writing.
these comments were made.
It is obvious how uneducated and perhaps uncaring many
people are in regards to sexual
assault. In Steubenville, Ohio,
a reported gang rape occurred,
involving members of the local, “star” football team. It has
been mentioned that the trial
may have never come to light

Grove repairs a nuisance
for residents, but future
remains to be seen
Dodge Tucker
Bang! Bang! Bang! came the
knock at my bedroom door, as if
someone were about to blow it
down. I lept out of bed, threw on
some clothes and and sprinted to
the door, rudely awakened from
sound sleep on a Sunday morning. “Who is it?” I inquired curiously. Bang! Bang! Bang! “Maintenance!” I cracked the door to
reveal a group of young men with
tool belts on, all bundled up as if
they were about to go conquer
Everest.
Feeling there was no other
option, I consented to let them
in. “Why are you here?” I asked.
One replied, “To fix your doors.”
I chuckled to myself, mentally
comparing the aggressive doorknock to the fairly insignificant
task of “fixing doors.” They were
in and out in about 15 minutes,
after checking the bedroom and
bathroom doors and installing a
sweep on the front door. The goal
was apparently to prevent drafts
and improve the efficiency of the
place I’m calling home this year:
The Grove.
For the past few weeks, The
Grove has been a busy place
— bustling with Bangor Hydro
trucks and more recently a swarm
of service vehicles from Geor-

gia. I don’t really see the logic of
bringing a carpentry crew over a
thousand miles north to Maine to
work on buildings, but nothing
around here surprises me anymore.
When the cold snap hit us, it
became apparent that these buildings were not at all outfitted to efficiently keep the inside temperature at a reasonable level while the
temperature outside was sub-zero.
People cranked the heat, which
drew a massive amount of power.
Subsequently, the electrical infrastructure gave out, resulting
in nearly a dozen both temporary
and extended outages — mostly
occurring during the coldest temperatures we’ve had this season.
Blame was thrown back and forth
between The Grove and Bangor
Hydro.
The root cause of the outages
should be attributed to The Grove
for two reasons. Firstly, they were
responsible to build proper housing for the climate, which they
overwhelmingly did not. Secondly, the heat pumps that are
installed here are not efficient at
all, not even meeting minimum
efficiency guidelines let alone
Energy Star requirements; they
are very cheap, and performance

is nothing short of questionable
when the temperature drops below freezing.
The Grove claims to have
fixed the electrical issue and renters have been issued a $50 rent
voucher. This is the first time they
have publicly tried this damage
control tactic. If you “Like” The
Grove Orono on Facebook, you
have access to reading the plethora of negative — and some hilarious — comments on every single
post The Grove makes.
I can’t be entirely negative
here: They are making at least an
effort to button up these buildings as well as they can. They
have used an infrared thermal
imaging camera to inspect buildings and find out where the most
heat is escaping and are working
on sealing those voids. Also, The
Grove capped the monthly utility overage to $20 per resident,
which will end up saving each
resident hundreds of dollars. With
mold [apparently] still lingering
and an army of angry residents
slowly gaining traction, it will be
interesting to see what the future
brings to The Grove.
Dodge Tucker is a second-year
finance and accounting student.

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Ravens 49ers
The Wire Full House
Crab cakes Rice-a-Roni
“Bootylicious” “Single Ladies”

Antonio Addessi
I know what you’re thinking: Who’s gonna be the next
president? President Obama’s
second and final inauguration was this past week, and
we need to look for someone
willing to run the country once
he has brought change for the
next four years.
The candidate should know
his or her stuff — I mean
the nitty-gritty of the White
House. I know that the person I have in mind has already
spent eight years in that god
awful place, but dammit she
can get things done. Hillary
Rodham Clinton: secretary of
state, senator of New York,
first lady, humanitarian.
One of the most influential
women of the past two decades,
Hillary Clinton has the skills
to pay the bills. Not a single
secretary of state has had more
public approval when leaving
office than she’s had since the
end of World War II. The nowformer secretary is by far the
most qualified person to take
the reins and bring this country out of the slump it is in.
A Yale Law graduate, Clinton was very influential as first
lady to her husband when he
was governor of Arkansas and
then President of the U.S.. In
2000, she ran for New York
state senator and was reelected
to the same position in 2006.
Her position in the senate was
a positive one, serving on sen-

ate committees for budget,
health care, labor and education.
Her ability to have her own
views, although at times different from her party, catapulted her to a position of respect among the press and the
people of the world. She has
had a firm stance on women’s
rights and for women around
the world to have access to affordable health care and education.
As senator she agreed with
the invasion of Afghanistan,
knowing that it would help
bring women out of repression
in a country that desperately
needed it. She was also very
concerned for the troops sent
to Iraq, seeing first hand how
the deployments were affecting their well being. This led
to policies she helped put into
practice like the increase in the
size of the U.S. army during
that period.
After losing the presidential
nomination to Barack Obama,
Hillary Clinton was thought to
be his choice for vice president. In all actuality the president had Joe Biden in mind
and sought her for secretary of
state. This position in my eyes
is on par with the presidency.
Not only do you negotiate legislature internally, as secretary
of state you are the guy or gal
that has to walk the walk and
talk the talk.

Having already been the
first lady for eight years, Clinton was fit for the job. She has
friends in all the right places
and rekindled bonds with
countries that we lost during
the Bush years. This can be an
amazing advantage to her if she
were to become president. The
country would not have to deal
with a switching-out of faces
attached to shoulder pads and
would be able to get down to
work, continuing to move the
country in the right direction.
You may think that it is far too
early to think about who will
be chosen to be the next head
of state, but let me sow a seed
in your mind — Washington is
already on it.
I don’t know about you, but
I have this to say to Hillary
Clinton: Remind those worn
out bureaucrats in Washington that progress still exists,
and you are just the woman
we need to propel us into the
future. We shall look on for
the next four years to see how
things will pan out for our nation. My hope is that this country is not on its last breath due
largely in part to people like
you, Mrs. Clinton. I am eager
to see your name on the 2016
ballot.
Antonio Addessi is a thirdyear psychology student with a
minor in Marxism and socialism.

NFL safety not an issue
fit for President Obama
Forget the debt crisis. President
Obama has his pulse on the real
national crisis: excessive violence
in the NFL. Fans, resign yourself
to the idea of a gentler game, because the president’s conscience is
bothering him, and apparently he’s
decided curbing sports-related
violence is an appropriate use of
his office.
Assumingly, the president —
who just wants to protect us from
ourselves because he cares so darn
much — is referring to ex-players,
like Junior Seau, who have suffered traumatic brain injuries that
resulted from vicious hits over the
course of their
career.
W h i l e
Seau’s suicide
is a tragedy, and
the occurrence
of head injuries
in the league
is
alarming,
people need to
think
before
they start clamoring for the
heads of NFL
officials.
Seau had a
history of not
seeking medical help following
injuries. This “warrior mentality’
is something that is prevalent in
the NFL: Players ignore injuries
because they want to play and win.
Is there anything wrong with this
when they recognize and are willing to accept the potentially harmful consequences of that decision?
That is not to hold the league irresponsible for actively trying to
prevent injuries: They should. But
the fact is, players have free will
and sometimes choose to ignore
medical advice. The league really
shouldn’t be faulted for that.
Besides, the league is taking
action. Recently, NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell voiced his
support for a plan to eliminate
kickoffs, because some argue
kickoff returns are one of the most

dangerous parts of the game. It’s
an asinine line to draw, since punt
returns are essentially just as dangerous. No amount of posturing in
the name of player safety excuses
the fact that certain types of helmet-to-helmet contact is legal.
The defenseless-receiver rule
protects wide receivers when
they are making a catch. Because
they are focused on catching the
ball, not watching out for defensive tackles, they are considered
‘defenseless’ and cannot be hit
until they begin running after the
catch. However, running backs
have no such protection, treating

game is too violent. The problem
is, the bureaucracy of the league
has become more important than
enforcing the rules of the game.
When the league is intimidated by
the NFL Players Association to expunge perfectly legitimate punishments — as it was with the Saints’
bounty program — anarchy will
rule. When referees arbitrarily enforce rules, whether out of incompetence or rigging as has been alleged, the game can only become
more and more tainted by rule
abusers. When the league is more
focused on racial quotas in coaching positions than the rules of the
game, the game
will suffer.
The NFL
is no longer
The NFL is no longer focused on
focused on the merits of the merits of
the game; it
the game; it is focused is focused on
on political correctness. political correctness. That,
That, Mr. President,
Mr. President,
is the probis the problem.
lem, and your
ominous pronouncements
foreshadowaKatherine Revello
ing possible interference in the
future will only
brutal helmet-to-helmet collisions make things worse.
But that’s the great thing about
technically legal. While the league
does review some plays and fine real NFL fans: They don’t simply
players after the fact, the problem resign themselves to countenancis, the physical damage has already ing the abuses of the game. They’re
very vocal about their displeasure.
been done.
On top of this, penalties are In the past, when they thought the
not consistently enforced. Take, sanctity of the game had been viofor instance, Tom Brady being lated, they stopped watching and
fined $10,000 for a slide that was they’ll do it again. When money
deemed ‘aggressive’ by the NFL stops rolling into the league’s cofbecause he raised a leg to defend fers, you can bet Goodell will take
himself when a defensive player swift action. Does the NFL have
ran into him, yet participants in the problems? Of course, but let’s alSaints’ bounty program — which low the free market to sort it out
paid players for aggressive hits and not mire the game in a vast
— successfully managed to have bog of constricting regulation.
their league-imposed suspensions
Katherine Revello is a secondoverturned.
The problem is not, as Obama so year journalism and political scicondescendingly suggests, that the ence student.
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Transportation
SLIPPERY
SNOW CASTLE
SNOW PLOW
SNOW SHOVEL
SNOW TIRES
SNOWBALL
SNOWBOARD
SNOWFLAKE
SNOWMAN
SNOWSHOES
SOLSTICE
SOUP
STEW
STORM
SWEATSHIRT
TOBOGGAN
VACATION
WIND CHILL
WOOL SOCKS

Across
1- Slave;
5- Gentle ones;
10- Eye sore;
14- Switch ending;
15- Dreadful;
16Excellent,
slangily;
17- Banned apple
spray;
18- Oil source;
19- In this place;
20- Souvenir;
22- Decapitates;
24- Floors;
25- Hole goal;
26- Rise to one’s
feet;
29- Where some
vets served;
32- Affirmatives;
36- ___ account
(never);
37- Having a wavy
margin;
39- Lilt syllable;
40- In spite of;
43- DDE’s com-

mand;
44- Cylindrical;
45- Not a dup.;
46- Actress Berger;
48- Employ;
49- Amble;
50- Entirely;
52- Junkyard dog;
53- Transfer data,
to a peripheral device;
57- Honcho;
61- Roy’s “singin’
pardner”;
62- Bowling alley
button;
64- When said
three times, a 1970
war movie;
65- Teheran’s country;
66- Mesa ___ National Park;
67- K-6;
68- Immediately
following;
69- Sign of spring;
70- Soccer legend;

Down
1- Thin stratum;
2- Author ___ Stanley Gardner;
3- Wander;
4- Foresee;
5- Wears well;
6- Horton Hears
___;
7- Juilliard deg.;
8- Future tulip;
9- Bed down;
10- Globe;
11- Take ___ Train;
12- American football measure;
13- French summers;
21- Tacit assent;
23- “Surprise Symphony” composer;
26Loudness
units;
27- Govt. security;
28Composer
Bruckner;
29- First prime
minister of India;

30- Church areas;
31- Dull surface;
33- Agitates;
34- Bert’s buddy;
35- Tending to sag;
37- Numbered rd.;
38- Scot’s refusal;
41- Author Calvino;
42- Threshold;
47- Aptitude;
49- Drinking cup;
51- Insect stage;
52- Quotes;
53- Sleipnir’s rider;
54- Payment for
travel;
55- Linen source;
56- Antlered animal;
57“Venerable”
English monk;
58- Gap;
59- Baseball’s Hershiser;
60- Domesticate;
63- Hindu title;

Word
Scramble

Word Search
Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

HOLIDAYS
ICE FISHING
ICICLES
KNIT CAP
LONG
UNDERWEAR
MITTENS
OLYMPICS
PARKA
SCARF		
SEASON
SKATES
SKI DOO
SKI PANTS
SKIING
SLED
SLEET

Answer key in sports

http://www.oothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics                                                                               By Ryan North

BLACK ICE
BLIZZARD
BOOTS
CARNIVAL
CHRISTMAS
COLD
EGG NOG
FIREPLACE
FIREWOOD
FOG
FREEZE
FROST
GLOVES
HAIL
HEADBAND
HIBERNATION
HOCKEY

Crossword Puzzle

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Diversions

See if you can unscramble these letters and
create sweet treats and desserts.

* indicates the answer is made of more than one word.

Find and circle all of the Winter related words that are hidden in the
grid. The remaining letters spell a Japanese proverb.

Word Scramble courtesy of Word-game-world.com

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

cake 21.donut 22.hot fudge sundae

Alaska 16.rice pudding 17.cherry cobbler 18.milkshake 19.orange sherbet 20.angel food

8.spumoni 9.tapioca 10.soufflé 11.éclair 12.custard 13.apple crisp 14.ambrosia 15.baked
Answers:1.fudge 2.cookies 3.parfait 4.ice cream 5.brownie 6.key lime pie 7.torte

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.
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Album Review:
Local Natives
‘Hummingbird’

Film Review:
‘Warm Bodies’
Zombie love story comedy lives up to promising premise

Indie rockers atmospheric on intriguing sophomore disc
Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

It must have been tough being an indie band with a new
release during the past week
— My Bloody Valentine announced a comeback album
that was 22 years in the making
on Jan. 27, so there’s no way
anybody was spending time or
money on a record that wasn’t
“MBV.”
Local Natives came out with
their second release just two
days later, and if it was pushed
aside and forgotten during
“Shoegaze Daze 2013,” that’s
a real shame: “Hummingbird”
deserves its fair share of attention.
Their sophomore effort has
already been called more atmospheric than its predecessor,
and the group definitely sounds
more like Wild Beasts than Fleet
Foxes this time around. While
their first album was expansive
in an Appalachian Mountains
sort of way, “Hummingbird”
comes off as more technological, like it was recorded in a
studio rather than on the bank
of a secluded pond that reflects
the moon’s light and surrounding trees.
This is not to say it sounds as
though the group is relying on
technology to produce a good
result. If anything, Local Natives sound more natural than
ever.
The chorus of the opening
track, “You & I,” is different
from the opening verse, but the
transition between the two is
smooth, almost sneaking up on
you.
What this album has that
their first one lacks — or at
least doesn’t have as much of
— is big, anthemic, U2-like
moments. At about two thirds
of the way in, the song explodes
with a jungle rhythm and warbling guitar that could fill a stadium.
Not only is the album multifaceted, but individual songs
wear many masks as well. “Ceilings” is as pretty and gentle as
anything released by M. Ward,
but when you pay attention to
the percussion, it becomes clear
the tune is also an aggressive
headbobber.
It seems like some of the
melodies on this record are so
simple and beautiful that you
wish you had thought of them
first, but they come across as

Mandeville Films
Frenchkiss Records
unique. That’s a sign of a great
melody: The catchiness makes
it feel like you’ve heard it before, but it’s also brand new,
like a childhood memory you
just remembered. It sparks your
brain, and you have this great,
new thing that feels like it’s
been there all along.
Words like “atmospheric”
and “introspective” are typically associated with slowpaced, low-key music, so using
them to describe this album is
somewhat of a misdirection.
Musically, the group is as upbeat and energetic as they’ve
ever been. The aforementioned
terms seem to apply more in a
lyrical sense.
In “Ceilings,” singer Taylor Rice opens with, “Hold the
summer in your hands, ‘till the
summer turns to sand / We were
staring at our ceilings thinking of what we’d give to have
one more day of sun.” That’s
poignant stuff, but it’s hard to
be sad with the pretty and upbeat instrumental scoring those
words.
There are times when the
music matches up with the melancholy of the words. In “Three
Months,” a somber piano-based
ballad, Rice sings, “You always
hated every gorgeous coffee
cup / You could never see them
/ That to him they meant the
world.”
This is, perhaps, a message
from a person outside of the relationship he is addressing, say-

ing to the girlfriend that it sucks
when the guy and girl don’t see
eye to eye or share the same
passions, even when it comes
to something insignificant as
mugs.
Is this advice Rice wishes a
past girlfriend of his had been
given because he wasn’t strong
enough to break off a dying relationship, or is he offering this
advice to another couple? Either way, it’s something to think
about. Or you could just enjoy
how gorgeous the song is.
“Gorilla Manor,” their first
album, was criticized for coming out after a slew of similarsounding albums by groups like
Grizzly Bear and Fleet Foxes.
That ended up being nothing
more than an observation made
by journalists — fans enjoyed
the album because it was good.
The same is true here, except
it doesn’t sound like they’re ripping anybody off this time. It’s
fair to draw inspiration from
your influences early in your
career, but trouble comes when
you get stuck in that habit and
don’t produce anything original.
“Hummingbird” is 100 percent
context-free and is as catchy,
if not more so, than Local Natives’ impressive debut.
So stop playing “MBV” for
a second and check this record
out.

Grade: B+

Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

Zombies have been done
to death — pun absolutely intended.
Ever since AMC’s “The
Walking Dead” became a hit cable drama in 2010, film and TV
viewers have felt a lot like Rick
and the rest of the show’s survivors: zombies are everywhere.
So when the trailer for
“Warm Bodies” started airing,
eyes across the nation rolled
back into their heads. A few seconds later, everybody realized
this is a comedy…about a zombie…who falls in love…with
a human. Those eyes unrolled
themselves and got wide because the premise sounded kind
of awesome.
The movie began its run in
theaters on Feb. 1 and is based
on the novel by Isaac Marion.
The opening scene features
the male protagonist, played by
Nicholas Hoult, which is one of
many zombies that spends much
of the time aimlessly wandering
around an airport. A narration
from this zombie, who has forgotten his own name, sounds
more human than undead — a
sign of advanced mental capabilities that distinguish him
from his foot-dragging peers.
Meanwhile, a large group of
humans have created a safe haven in the city with giant walls
and armed security. Still, they’re
not entirely self-sufficient. A
group of young adults — including Julie, played by Teresa
Palmer, and her boyfriend Perry,

played by Dave Franco — must
venture outside the confines of
safety to collect medical supplies from abandoned buildings.
They are sent by General Grigio, played by John Malkovich,
who is the city’s leader as well
as Julie’s father.
The group gets attacked by
a pack of zombies that includes
the protagonist from before.
During the chaos, he becomes
infatuated with Julie and saves
her from the melee by keeping
in the airplane he calls home.
From there, R — as Julie decided to name him — and the new
apple of his eye form a bond, a
bond that helps R slowly regain
human abilities, like speech.
Much of the film’s humor
comes from R’s narration. In the
opening scene, R walks around
the airport and his voiceover
talks about how he should stand
up straight, eat better and be
more social — all things that are
impossible given his condition.
“I don’t want to be this way,”
he says. “I’m lonely. I’m lost.
I mean, I’m literally lost: I’ve
never been in this part of the
airport before.”
The opening scene also introduces M — a zombie played
by Rob Corddry — as R’s best
friend.
“This is my best friend,” R
says. “By best friend, I mean
we occasionally grunt and stare
awkwardly at each other.”
Corddry is entertaining during every second of screentime.
Due to the nature of his character, his performance is more
subdued here than in shows like

“Childrens Hospital.” But as M
regains the ability to speak, he
becomes funnier and funnier.
In a moment when R is feeling
down after a problem with Julie,
M asks, “You…OK?” R says
he’s not, so M shakes his head
and responds, “B----es.”
Due to AMC’s animalistic
version of the undead, it can
be hard at first to stomach the
almost animated, somewhat
speaking zombies in “Warm
Bodies.” Given that this is a
comedy and there’s no “true”
way to portray zombies — since
there is no reality to base them
on — it is easy to overlook that
detail.
Hoult does a fantastic job to
inject emotion and feeling into a
type of character stereotypically
known to lack those traits. Since
his use of speech is more limited early in the movie, he relies
heavily on body language and
facial expressions, giving life
to his undead character while
lumbering around like a mass of
decaying flesh.
The fact that this movie is
described on Wikipedia as a
“paranormal, romantic zombie
comedy” should be enough to
make anybody at least consider
checking out “Warm Bodies.”
Thankfully, the movie delivers
on its strong premise. Like R,
you feel more alive as the film
goes on.

Grade: B+
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‘Music of the Sun’ stars After 22 year wait,
Mirabal, string quartet shoegaze kings return
Grammy-award winner performs at Collins Center for the Arts
munities, cultures, and music,” according to the ETHEL
website.
After the “TruckStop” performance, the two entities
continued to collaborate on
the innovative fusion of musical styles.
The performance at the Collins Center showcased a wide
variety of pieces, each mimicking the sights and sounds
of nature.
“Arrival” was the first piece

The evening also showcased each member of ETHEL
playing a piece they had either
conducted or experimented
The Collins Center for the
with on their own. Each of
Arts hosted “Music of the
the musicians introduced their
Sun” with ETHEL the pioneerpiece to the audience and
ing string quartet and Robert
explained the elements that
Mirabal, a Grammy-winning
stood out and were most imNative American flutist.
portant to them.
Mirabal is a musician,
“Run to the Sun” was anwriter, singer and storyteller.
other piece performed in
He has won two Grammy
which Mirabal told the audiawards for his unique Native
ence it was a song about being
American theatrical expresinitiated
into
sion. The night’s
his
Native
performance was
American culinspired by the sun
mythology of the “Run to the Sun” featured many imitated ture. According
Native Americans.
sounds found in nature. The members of to Mirabal’s
Mirabal
and the string quartet used their bows to draw website he lives
with his family
the string quara high-pitched noise from small chimes. at the base of
tet group ETHEL
the Taos Mounjoined forces to
tain in Northern
create a truly exNew Mexico.
ceptional listening
Mirabal described his heriexperience. The combination played by the ETHEL before
of traditional Native American Mirabal was introduced to the tage to the audience, saying
flutes and drums were fused stage. “It [is] a piece intended that, as a Native American bewith the modern sounds of the for string quartet,” Dorothy ing initiated into the culture,
Lewis, cellist and artistic di- one must bless those who have
violin, viola and cello.
passed away. The focus of the
According to ETHEL’s rector for the group, said.
ETHEL is comprised of song was to remind him of
website, the group “invigorates contemporary concert four musicians, including those who have passed, honmusic with exuberance, inten- Lawson, Artistic Director oring their traditions.
“Run to the Sun” featured
sity, imaginative programming and violist Ralph Ferris, and
violinists Kip Jones and Tema many imitations of sounds
and exceptional artistry.”
found in nature. The members
The collaboration between Watson.
When Mirabal entered the of the string quartet used their
the two started from a project called “TruckStop,” which stage, the group performed a bows to draw a high-pitched
they first performed at the piece together called “Chant.” noise from small chimes. The
Brooklyn Academy of Mu- It was a traditional Hawaiian high-pitched sound was remisic in 2008. The “TruckStop” chant, which they worked on niscent of the high pitch buzz
project “explores, unites, as a group to perform in their of the cicada, which can be
heard on hot summer days.
and honors indigenous com- own style.

Lauren Reeves
Asst. News Editor

Beer

from A12
love this year, select one of the
numerous recipes for Guinness
chocolate cake from the Internet, or buy ready-made cake
mix. Remember, if you’re using
a boxed cake mix there’s no rule
against sacrificing a cup of your
stout for a unique dessert; just
like with the waffle batter, only
replace the equivalent amount
of water or milk with beer, if
you want to play it safe.
You can leave it at that. But
for the committed, split the batter into two pans. When they’ve
cooled and been extracted, mix
powdered sugar, vegetable
shortening, Irish whiskey, and
cream liqueur together to make
a filling. Note: if you want to be
successful in constructing the
“Irish Car Bomb Cake,” you
must exercise moderation while
you cook. While you spread the

filling on one cake and set the
other on top, melt dark chocolate together with butter, confectioners’ sugar and a little
more stout; then simply pour
the whole mixture over the top
of the cake.
Finally, for the simplest and
most satisfying of midnight
snacks, pour most of a bottle
of porter or stout over a scoop
of ice cream. While counter intuitive, chocolaty notes of dark
beer are wonderful with vanilla
ice cream. You don’t have to
believe me, but it’s remarkably
tasty.
There you have it. Regardless of skill or inclination, you
can spice up your dinner with
a tasty brew. It’s easy, it’s delicious and it’s unlike the pretentiousness that can be associated
with wine. Cooking with beer
can be as simple as beer-can
chicken and as pretentious as a
porter-glazed peppercorn porterhouse steak.

Column
On Saturday night, shoegaze
heroes My Bloody Valentine
broke the Internet.
Some background for those
who don’t know what I’m talking about, in Nov. 1991, the Irish
alternative
rock group
released
their second album,
“Loveless.” The
album was
seen as a
landmark
work in
shoegaze, How I Hear It
By Derrick
a style deRossignol
fined by
its walls
of distortion, feedback and reverb. The
term comes from band members
“gazing” at their shoes while operating the guitar pedals at their
feet.
Due to various problems after
“Loveless,” the band eventually
broke up. However, they’ve been
touring in recent years and during a Jan. 27 concert, frontman
Kevin Shields told the crowd
that a new My Bloody Valentine
album “might be out in two or
three days.” Sure enough, on
Feb. 2 at 4:18 p.m., a status was
posted to the group’s Facebook
page that read, “We are preparing to go live with the new album/website this evening. We
will make an announcement as
soon as its [sic] up.”

The madness really started at
6:57 p.m. that night, when they
posted another status: “The album is now live on Www.mybloodyvalentine.org.”
Almost immediately after
the band posted the link, their
website crashed and was inaccessible. Fans, some of whom
had been waiting 22 years for
this album, were understandably
frustrated.
As for myself, I only had a
passing interest in the group prior
to Saturday night. I had listened
to “Loveless” a few times before
because, as I said, it’s kind of a
legendary record. It’s been high
up on numerous best albums of
the ’90s lists and was included
as one of Rolling Stone’s top
500 albums of all time, so there
was no way I could ignore it.
The release of the new album,
entitled “MBV,” was something
I wanted to be a part of because
this sense of community in music doesn’t come around as often
as it used to.
With the increased availability of every kind of music imaginable at the drop of a hat, it becomes more rare that everybody
is listening to the same music
at the same time — like how it
used to be before the Internet.
This release brought a big part
of the music-listening public together, or at least indie fans.
When we heard about the album, we got amped up together.
When the site crashed, we all
cracked jokes together about
Shields being an evil entity, or
the album actually being called
“404” after the HTML error

message users saw when trying to access the site. At about
10:10 p.m., when the site was
finally working, we rejoiced together and rushed to listen to the
album.
Admittedly, I wasn’t as in
love with “Loveless” as the rest
of the world, so while waiting for
“MBV” to become accessible, I
gave it another spin and finally
appreciated it for the important
album that it is. The record is a
crunch-heavy wall of sound, like
a bomb going off in your face,
except the explosion lasts 50
minutes, and you start to enjoy it
once your ears acclimate to the
immensity of it all.
“MBV,” while not a rehash
of “Loveless,” picks up exactly
where it left off. A little more
focused than its predecessor,
the album is also slightly more
varied, which is important for a
record whose main feature is a
near-constant big-guitar drone.
That has the potential to just kill
your ears, but the constant presence actually creates a sense of
calm.
As a relatively new My
Bloody Valentine fan, I am not
as affected by the cultural bias
towards “Loveless,” so as objectively as I possibly can, I say
that “MBV” is the better of the
two.
I’m sure most of you disagree, which is absolutely fine.
You can call me an idiot, put this
paper down or close this browser window and, for the first time
in 22 years, listen to a new My
Bloody Valentine album; so who
cares what I say?
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‘Culinary Incident’ a dining
oddity by UMaine grads
Dominique Scarlett
Multimedia Editor

As attendants entered the
University of Maine’s Lord Hall
Gallery, a woman in a white
robe welcomed them to the
meeting of the Maine Careus
Lochos. They walked through a
vellum curtain and were seated
at a wooden table, surrounded
by an altar, pulpits and a display
of mysterious liquids. A loud
mechanical noise played in the
background as audience
members looked around
the room and at each other
in confusion.
This was exactly the
kind of reaction The Core 5
Incident — the experiential
art group that hosted the
evening event — wanted to
receive.
Founded by University
of Maine Intermedia Master of
Fine Arts graduates John Bell,
Richard Corey and Bethany
Engstrom, The Core 5 Incident
presented three evening performances of “Knick’d – a Culinary Incident” from Jan. 31 to
Feb. 2.
The group chooses to call
their performances “culinary incidents” because they combine
a hearty meal with elements of
theater — installation and performance art.
“You come in and you feel
like this is something that’s actually happening, rather than you
come in and you watch a show,”
Bell said. “It’s all happening

right here, in this gallery, at this
moment and you’re part of it.”
Audience members watched
and actively participated in a
meeting of the Maine Careus
Lochos, a fictional secret society
of barbers with an active history that dates back hundreds of
years.
Throughout the performance,
actors led the audience through
a series of interactive sacramental rituals, stopping only to dine
with them on a three-course

Although the event itself was
complex, its beginnings were
simple.
“Before we had any idea of
what we were doing, we started
out with this table,” Bell said,
gesturing toward one of the four
wooden tables in the gallery.
“We started out with the idea of
having a table where the center
row is interweaved — where
one person is facing this way
and one person is facing that
way — and the rest of it sort of

in 2010 as part of a collaborative M.F.A. course led by artist
Leon Johnson. The group operated independently to organize
“Gorsedd” in 2011.
“We just started working together and just liked the dynamic and kept working together,”
Engstrom said.
Bell, Corey and Engstrom
teach the current Intermedia
M.F.A. collaboration course
together at UMaine and are all
working toward their doctorates
at the university.
The “culinary incidents” draw on inspiration
“You come in and you feel like this is
from the happening movesomething that’s actually happening, rather
ment that began in the
than you come in and you watch a show.”
art scene of the 1950s. A
happening is an event that
John Bell combines performance art
with viewer interaction,
UMaine Intermedia Master of Fine Arts graduate
with potential for narrative
and improvisational intermeal. They spoke with attendees grew up from there.”
actions between the artists and
as everyone dined on lamb and
The group began with an the audience.
tempeh.
idea and, through a series of colThe Core 5 Incident has plans
“We really work hard in try- laborations and added objects, for new “culinary incidents,” but
ing to enrich the audience and slowly put together the final per- they remain firm about keeping
make them a bigger part of it,” formance piece.
mystery in their shows. They are
Corey said. “We want to make
“It’s kind of strange how it still generating ideas for a new
them feel like they are a part of, developed into barbers,” Eng- event which they hope to have
and in control of, a show like strom said. “We just thought, finalized for a spring 2014 perthis.”
‘Well, what’s a trade that actu- formance. The new show will inThroughout the evening, the ally hears what’s going on from clude even more media elements
group introduced audience mem- everybody?’”
and will feature a new theme.
bers to mysterious entities that
“Knick’d – a Culinary In“I think the audience enjoys
overpowered all of the senses. cident” is the last in a trilogy it, if you’re willing to get past
From strange videos presented of performances that revolve that fear,” Corey said. “And I
on dual projection screens to the around the theme of memory.
think that’s the one thing I try to
taste of unknown liquids, attendThe Core 5 Incident pro- say to people: ‘Get past that fear
ees were kept in anticipation of duced their first event, “An of the unknown, dive into somewhat was to come.
Evening with Professor Enki,” thing.’”

Peace Action Committee teams
with Yoga Club for meditation
Ezyra Juskewitch

For The Maine Campus
Roughly 100 students, professors and members of the
Orono community met for a
panel on meditation Feb. 1 at the
Pleasant Street Grange, thanks
to the University of Maine’s
Yoga Club and the Maine Peace
Action Committee. The panel of
meditation instructors and practitioners represented the practices of Tai Chi, Shamanism, Zen
Buddhism, Sahaja Yoga and
Meditation, and Indian Tantra
Meditation.
“Many of us may be familiar with the term meditation, but
we may be less familiar with the
philosophy and the mechanics
behind the practice or the diversity of the traditions that they
come from,” said John McCullum, one of the event organizers, in his opening remarks.
The goal, McCullum concluded, “is to inspire you.”
In addition to explaining
the unique qualities of their respective schools of meditation,
as well as their personal and
spiritual backgrounds, practices
and experiences, the instructors
shared insights about the physical, emotional and spiritual value of meditative exercises.
Panelist Rev. Dr. Bruce
Young holds a third-degree
black belt in Chung Do Kwan
Tae Kwon Do and is a Karuna
Reiki master and practitioner
of Tai Chi. Panelist Paul Knoll
spent the last 10 years working
with natural energy, dowsing
and completed an apprenticeship in the shamanic practices.
Panelist Theodate Lawlor, a
student of the Thich Nhat Hanh
school of Zen Buddhism for 15
years, is a lay member of the
community in the Order of Interbeing. Jane Gagnier, a practitioner of Sahaja meditation and
yoga for over 20 years. Panelist

Didi Devanistha, who trained
to become a teacher of Tantra
meditation in India, meditates
according to Rajadhiraja school
and works with Ananda Marga,
an organization centered on
meditation, yoga and social service around the world.
A series of questions was put
to each practitioner concerning
the themes, goals, tools, methodology and the even definition
of meditation itself. For Young,
Tai Chi is “moving meditation” and a “health practice.”
Young emphasized that Tai Chi
evolved as a means of self defense for Chinese peasants, but
it is inherently a set of defensive
movements to restore peace and
balance.
Despite its origin as a martial art, Young claimed that Tai

injury.
“Alternative therapies were
the only thing that seemed to
help me,” Knoll said.
According to Knoll, meditation — or journeying — is
“taking the time to be.” As a
practice, it can be used to look
inward toward one’s deepest desires, sometimes with the help
of shamanic, animal or ancestral
guides. Once those desires are
found and clarified, they can be
sought and fulfilled in daily life
to achieve great personal and interpersonal satisfaction.
“What do you want? What
is your passion?” Knoll questioned, concerning the goals of
his practice. “My goal is to help
to realize your passion.” He explained that shamanic practices
often employ drums, rattles,

“Many of us may be familiar with the
term meditation, but we may be less
familiar with the philosophy and the
mechanics behind the practice.”
Jonathan McCullum
Event organizer
Chi also functions as a “defense
against disease,” especially
chronic illnesses. Young clarified that Tai Chi was no replacement for western medicine, but
he did say that students with
arthritis and diabetes have seen
remarkable improvement.
“It has healed me, and I have
watched it heal others,” Young
said.
According to Young, the goal
of Tai Chi is to provide people
with the opportunity to live happier, more harmonious lives,
with better physical and emotional health.
Knoll’s work with environmental energy and shamanism
began 10 years ago after he
suffered a life-changing head

flutes or bells.
“You don’t need tools,” he
concluded. “Whatever feels
right to you — that’s probably
the right way to go.”
“It is a spiritual and ethical
practice with the purpose of
stopping, looking deeply and
developing compassion,” Lawlor said of Buddhism. “We try
to look deeply at what’s happening in the present moment and
practice, approaching life with
mindfulness.”
Echoing the other panelists, Lawlor explained that the
purpose of meditation is to discover and connect with the inner world.
“[The inner world is] where
one can address obstacles and

thoughts and feelings, with the
ultimate goal of connecting
with joy and happiness,” Lawlor said.
Bangor local and longtime
yoga student Jane Gagnier emphasized looking within for
answers — a connection to
“mothering, spiritual, energy”
— in order to reach the “natural,
highest self.”
“The computer and information technology that is bombarding us” can be offset by meditation, by making life simpler and
more balanced, she claimed.
“Everyone has a reason for
considering meditation,” Gagnier said.
“In every human being there
is a searching for limitlessness,”
Devanistha said when asked the
same question.
Devanishta advocated for a
style of meditation that can be
“adapted to our active lives in
the world, gradually building up
to greater complexity.
“It’s not only about being
calm,” she said in clarification
of some of the stereotypes about
meditation. “It’s also about the
strength to stand up to the obstacles in front of us.”
Devanistha explained that,
along with social activism
— specifically in India — her
school of meditation involved
mantras and ideation to “stretch
the mind.”
“I want to say that if you
meditate that your problems
will be solved, and everything
will be fine, but that’s just not
true. But if you do meditate, you
might find that you have new
tools to handle problems,” she
concluded.
The panel collectively emphasized that meditation can be
just one tool among many to live
a more balanced life and that
the goals of meditative practices
universally seek to improve the
experience and quality of life.

A11

Dre more than
flashy, high-end
headphones
Column
Andre Remelle Young was
born in 1965 and grew up to
be a prominent figure in the
hip-hop industry. Along with
rapping, Young has produced
for
big
name artists, discovered
numerous
hip-hop
artists,
founded
two
record companies
Trip Down
and most
r e c e n t l y, Memory Lane
By Josh Deakin
created
a brand
of headphones. More famously known
as Dr. Dre, Young has contributed a lot to the industry.
Dr. Dre got his start in the
mid-1980s as a member of
a group called World Class
Wreckin’ Cru. Dre would take
on the title of “Doctor” after
the release of the group’s first
hit song, “Surgery.” After the
dissolution of World Class
Wreckin’ Cru, Dre would
meet up with fellow rappers
Ice Cube, Eazy-E, MC Ren
and DJ Yella to form the group
N.W.A.
Their
debut
record,
“Straight Outta Compton,”
would inspire many future
rappers and contribute to the
start of “Gangsta Rap.” Unfortunately, the group was
short lived. Three years after
their debut, N.W.A. would release their second and final record. Dr. Dre would leave the
group due to contract disputes
and, as a result, went on to
form Death Row Records with
Marion “Suge” Knight Jr.
In 1992, Dr. Dre would
release his debut solo album
which created a whole new
sub-genre of hip-hop dubbed
“G-Funk.” The album in ques-

Richard

from A12
ing. I was about to fly around
the flagpole, as we say, and just
like that — I felt like I was in
combat,” Richard continued.
“We didn’t have access to the
information we needed, our
instinct was to get to ground
zero as fast as we can. It took
me 12 minutes that day to get
from Cape Cod to New York
City, but it happened at a cost.
When we got there, the thing
we really needed to do was
stay there. We got there fast,
and then we slowed it down.”
While in the air patrolling
the New York skyline, Richard and his fellow pilots then
needed to keep their eyes on
the mission at hand, even
though reports came rolling in
that similar events were occurring in Washington D.C.
“On 9/11, we had that debrief with all the aircraft with
bombs. But what we were getting was a lot of data, and what
we needed was a lot of information. And it was our job on
scene to turn that data into information,” Richard said. “We
didn’t know the sophistication
of the attack. What we had to
do was get control of this data
and maintain that ‘lose sight,
lose flight’ [attitude] and pay
attention to the mission at
hand. Our mission was to be
over New York City and stabilize that situation.”
The third axiom Richard
used — “check six” — refers
to the relationship between
a fighter pilot and his wingman. While a fighter pilot can
see in almost every direction
while in their aircraft, directly
behind them — “six o’clock”
— is completely blind. It’s the
wingman’s responsibility to
keep a lookout directly behind
his partner.
“[The saying] ‘have a
good wingman,’” Richard ex-

tion, titled “The Chronic,” has
been certified Platinum four
times. It spawned three singles, including the infamous
“Nuthin’ but a ‘G’ Thang”
which features Snoop Dogg.
The album was different in
that it relied heavily on guest
appearances. At times you
might think it was a Snoop
Dogg record. There are some
songs that don’t even feature
Dr. Dre. It is widely known
that Dr. Dre is more of a producer than a rapper. Fellow
rappers, such as The DOC and
Jay-Z, have publicly stated
that they have ghost-written
for Dr. Dre.
Three years after the release
of “The Chronic,” Dre went on
to form his second record label, Aftermath Entertainment,
which is still in full swing today. To promote the label, Dre
released “Dr. Dre Presents the
Aftermath” in 1996. The album not only showcased new
talent but also featured the
Dr. Dre track “Been There,
Done That.” The record label
struggled in its beginnings but
everything changed when Dre
decided to sign Detroit rapper,
Eminem.
In late 1999, Dr. Dre released his second solo studio
album, “2001.” The album,
much like its predecessor, featured many guest appearances
including Eminem, Snoop
Dogg, Xzibit and Nate Dogg.
The album went Platinum six
times and spawned four singles. Since this release, Dre
has focused solely on production.
Since the release of “2001,”
Dre has supposedly been
working on a follow-up record
titled “Detox.” Though the album has no official release
date, there have been reports
that it is near completion. Recently there have been several
tracks — supposedly from the
album — released as singles,
including the hit song “I Need
a Doctor.”
plained, “that’s where it comes
from.”
In business, “checking your
wingman’s six” can prevent
profit loss, company frustration and even paint you in a
good light.
“If you have a responsibility to check your peoples’ six,
lookout for them, make sure
they’re in line with the company’s vision, then you don’t
have a responsibility to make
them do it,” Richard said. “It
becomes their choice. What
you don’t want to happen is
be that guy that says, ‘Man, I
knew I should have said something.’”
Richard’s emotions were
tested on 9/11. After policing
ground zero for some time, it
was Richard’s mission to intercept United Airlines Flight
93 and do what was necessary
to divert it.
“I can tell you that, on 9/11,
I panicked. When I panicked
was when they said you’re
going to intercept, identify
and divert United Flight 93,”
Richard said. “What they said
was — because they didn’t
want to say it — ‘If they do
not respond, be ready for the
next action.’ They didn’t want
to say what the next action
was. To be honest with you,
we didn’t want to hear it.
“I’d been in combat before.
But as I was taking off, I was
saying, ‘I don’t want to do this,
I don’t want to do this, I don’t
want to do this,’” Richard
continued. “That was a time I
had to slow things down and
say, ‘Look, here’s the deal: I
can’t deal with those emotions
right now. I will have time to
deal with them later on. What
I need to do right now is get
my jet into a position where I
can prevent what happened in
New York City to not happen
again.’
“If I had maintained those
emotions, I could have made a
serious mistake.”
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UMaine alum, pilot tells unique 9-11 story
By Jesse Scardina
Editor in Chief

Jesse Scardina • Editor in Chief

University of Maine alumnus and former fighter pilot Martin Richard returned to UMaine to give a
leadership lecture to Shawn McKenna’s business class on Jan. 29. Richard was one of the first respondents to ground zero on 9/11.

Martin Richard has a unique
perspective on what happened
on Sept. 11, 2001. A 1989
graduate of the University of
Maine, Richard started pilot
training eight months after
graduating and was heading
out on a routine training mission the morning of Sept. 11 in
Cape Cod.
Just minutes later, Richard
was circling the smoky skyline
of New York City with very
little information as to what
happened, what the objective
of their route was and who
they were looking for.
Along with hundreds of others obtained in the military and
while flying fighter jets, this
experience helped formulate
Richard’s leadership lectures
that he delivers around the
country, mostly to businesses.
He shared that experience Jan.
29 at UMaine.
Richard was brought in as a
guest lecturer for UMaine adjunct professor Shawn McKenna’s business leadership class.
He presented to a classroom of
about 30 students the qualities
he gained as a fighter pilot and
how the principles can translate into business endeavors.
“It’s not who can go fastest; it’s who can manage their
energy the best,” Richard said,
comparing the difficulties in

Husband and wife pair play
as Silver Duo in Minsky Hall
Rachel Curit

For The Maine Campus
Husband-and-wife
team
Noreen Silver and Dr. Phillip
Silver performed as the Silver
Duo in Minsky Recital Hall,
Feb. 2. Both are faculty members in the Music Department
at the University of Maine.
The first piece the couple
played was “Sonata for Cello
and Piano,” composed in 1915
by Claude Debussy. Debussy
wrote it towards the end of his
life for his wife, Emma. Made
up of three movements, the
piece began slowly, but varied
in speed and vivacity throughout. Phillip performed on piano and Noreen on the cello.
Next, the Silver Duo performed “Duo for Cello and
Piano Op. 7,” composed in
1858 by Franz Berwald, a
Swedish Romantic composer.
According to Phillip, composers tend to be popular in their
lifetime and lose popularity
as generations pass. However,
Berwald was the opposite:

His work wasn’t appreciated
until after his death in 1868.
He described the piece as
“slightly kooky, but unique,”
and hoped the audience would
enjoy it.
After an intermission,
the Duo returned with Lydia
Forbes, a violinist and applied faculty member at Bow-

by Czech composer Antonin
Dvorak. It is made up of four
movements — some slower,
some lively.
After a standing ovation
from the audience, the trio
returned for an encore to play
concert tango “Oblivion,”
composed and recorded in
1982 by Astor Piazzolla, an

“I thought it was great. The music
was dynamic and interesting. They
played really well technically, but
also with feeling and musicality.”
Nora Cronin
Fourth-year music education and
vocal performance student
doin College. The couple met
Forbes when she was 19 years
old at a music festival in Germany. Forbes has performed
with a variety of ensembles
throughout Europe, Australia,
New Zealand and the U.S.
The final piece they performed was “Trio No. 1 in Bflat Major Op. 21,” composed

Argentinian tango composer.
“I thought it was great. The
music was dynamic and interesting,” said Nora Cronin, a
fourth-year music education
and vocal performance student who was in attendance.
“They played really well technically, but also with feeling
and musicality. Plus, the cello

Philip and Noreen Silver played their Silver Duo Concert on Feb 2, 2013 in Minskey Hall.

is such a beautiful instrument.
It makes me want to cry listening to it.”
Phillip studied at the New
England Conservatory of
Music in Boston, where he
earned both his bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in music. He
went on to earn his Doctorate
of Musical Arts from the University of Washington where
he researched the music of
Ignaz Moscheles. He has performed as a member of the
Van Leer Chamber Players in
Jerusalem and the Rachmaninov Trio in the U.K.
Noreen studied at the Royal College of Music in London, with Pierre Fournier in
Geneva, and at the New England Conservatory of Music,
where she met Phillip. She
also broadcasted for the BBC
on a frequent basis, as well as
other national radio stations.
The duo has since performed in the U.K., Israel,
Sweden, Czech Republic,
Germany, France and Belgium.

Joshua Quintet • For The Maine Campus

managing the finite amount
of fuel in a fighter jet to the
stress of multiple projects in
the business world.
After McKenna introduced
Richard, the former Black Bear
and fighter pilot jumped right

“We were told ‘there
are at least eight
jets airborne with
bombs, we suspect
there are at least
12 more. We don’t
know [...] what
you’ll be doing, but
you’re going to take
off in 20 minutes
and figure it out.’”
Martin Richard
Pilot, UMaine alumnus
into lessons learned while in
the sky.
“We practice, practice, practice, because when you go, you
can’t mess up,” Richard said.
“These axioms go back all the
way through fighter aviation,
back to World War I.”
The recurring theme of the
lecture revolved around three
axioms of fighter aviation:
speed is life; lose sight, lose
flight; and check six.
After explaining the impor-

tance of managing fuel while
in the air, Richard applied
the idea that speeding up and
slowing down is a key component to business.
“I’m talking about momentum,” Richard explained.
“Sometimes you’ll find in
business the vast conspiracy to
take you off the objective you
have for the day. You need to
be looking out for each other
to keep that momentum.”
Using his unique perspective, Richard explained the
importance of knowing how
fast to go when responding to
9/11. That morning, Richard
and three other jets were going
to perform a training exercise:
two jets would use techniques
common in threats and the
other two would work to combat the threat. Just minutes
later, they got a call through
their radio.
“[Our radio said], ‘You guys
need to get back right now.’ We
landed, and got a quick briefing of what was going on,”
Richard said. “We were told,
‘There are at least eight jets
airborne with bombs; We suspect there are at least 12 more.
We don’t know where you’re
going or what you’ll be doing,
but you’re going to take off in
20 minutes and figure it out.’
“Think about it: I had gone
to Dunkin Donuts that mornSee Richard on A11

Beer an easy,
flavorful add
to many foods
Column
Even before the days of Julia
Child, wine was the dominant
alcoholic beverage to add to
cuisine: It’s tried and true — not
to mention delicious. As the
microbrew
revolution
led to a new
golden age
for
beer
enthusiasts,
hard-working
and
adventurous chefs
The Hop
around the
Report
world beBy Ezra
gan to disJuskewitch
cover the
immense
versatility of beer as an ingredient.
Fast forward a few years
and by now everyone knows of
the crispy, prosaic joys of beerbattered onion rings, but most
people don’t have the necessary
time to make elaborate beer
reductions or infusions. From
chicken to waffles to burgers,
steamed mussels, chocolate
cake and beyond, beer is something you can add to your food
without a lot of complications
but with great results.
Starting with breakfast, consider adding a fruit beer to your
waffle batter. Almost any batter
can be improved by the addition of beer, but adding a dose
of blueberry ale to your waffle
mix or pancake batter may alter
your weekend breakfast routine
forever. Before you respond
with outrage at the idea of profaning the breaking of your fast
with anything related to beer,
recall that our founding fathers
enjoyed ale with breakfast. Also
know that the amount of beer
going into your waffle batter
cannot exceed the amount of
milk or water you would have
normally used — unless you
like runny waffles.
That’s right: It doesn’t matter
whether you’re using a boxed
mix or starting from scratch. It
doesn’t matter whether you’re
adding an apricot wheat beer,
any flavor of the Belgian Lambic beers, or opt for one of the
great New England blueberry
ales. You should only replace

the same volume of beer for
the water in your recipe — you
can only add so much, so relax.
Besides, some of that alcohol
should cook out of your waffles.
For lunch, knead half a glass
of robust porter or Scottish ale
into your hamburger before you
form it into patties for the grill.
The more robust the beer, the
more flavor will shine through
in your finished burger. If you
don’t want to get your hands
dirty — or wish to keep one
hand free — baste your burger
with some beer as it cooks. It
will be juicy, delicious, flavorful and above all, easy.
If that’s too simple, marinate
chicken tenders in minced garlic
and India pale ale, shake them
dry, dredge them in seasoned
flour, then toss them into this
remarkably complex beer batter before you fry them — one
cup of all purpose flour, one
cup of beer, salt and pepper. If
that batter is too simple, add a
teaspoon of baking powder, a
single beaten egg, a quarter cup
of vegetable oil and a splash of
Worcestershire or sriracha hot
sauce. Not bad, but blueberry
ale waffles and IPA beer-battered chicken might not be fancy
enough to impress that certain
someone, say, on Valentine’s
Day.
For date night, try this:
Mince some garlic and shallots
while you heat up a pan coated
with olive oil or butter. Toss in
the garlic and shallots with a
tablespoon of sweet chili sauce.
When the shallots become translucent and slightly soft throw
in enough mussels to cover
the bottom of the pan. Toss the
mussels in the deliciousness to
coat them. Then add half a diced
tomato and, depending on the
size of your pan, a bottle of Belgian white ale. In less than 10
minutes, the mussels should be
open. At this time, toss in a small
handful of loosely chopped basil, and toss once more. Serve
it in a large bowl alongside a
crusty baguette or grilled sourdough bread to soak up the beer
and mussel juices. Results may
vary, but you should be able to
get a second date.
If you’re gunning for true
See Beer on A10
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Reed the Record
Breaker
Meet James Reed, UMaine’s
hurdling sensation
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Column

Lakers having
sub-par season

		

Does LA stand a chance
to make the postseason?

“I’m just happy we could get that monkey off of our back.”

B4

University of Maine men’s ice hockey  head coach Tim Whitehead

UMaine records first home win of season
Diamond scores 4 goals over weekend as win and tie helps gain playoff positioning for Black Bears in Hockey East
Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor
University of Maine senior
forward and co-captain Joey
Diamond scored four goals over
the weekend to help UMaine
rise in the standings from last
place to playoff position in
Hockey East. His two goals
Friday night gave UMaine a tie
with Providence College while
his other two Sunday afternoon
gave UMaine a victory over the
No. 13 University of Massachusetts-Lowell River Hawks.
With UMaine picking up three
points in the standings over the
weekend, they jumped over
the University of Vermont and
Northeastern University with
just over a month left in the
regular season.
Diamond scores 2 goals in
the third period to help UMaine
tie Providence
University of UMaine senior
forward Joey Diamond scored
two goals in the third period
and Black Bear junior goaltender Martin Ouellette stopped
Providence College freshman
forward Noel Acciari’s last second shot in overtime to secure
a 2-2 tie at the Alfond Arena on
Friday night.

“It was a good comeback
— good to fight back and tie it
up,” said UMaine head coach
Tim Whitehead. “We had
some chances to win it, and so
did they. It was a hard-fought
point. We’re pleased with how
hard the guys fought for each
other.”
“I thought even when we
scored the second goal we had
settled down a little bit and had
a couple good chances to extend the lead,” said Providence
head coach Nate Leaman. “We
were rattled a lot the first period, this is a tough environment. We took two bad penalties by upperclassmen, and we
let them back in the game. It’s
a process to learn how to win,
and I’m really disappointed we
only got one point because we
had control of that game. The
environment got to a couple of
our upperclassmen. We need
better leadership.”
First period action picked up
11:07 after the puck dropped
when UMaine attempted to
clear a puck out of their defensive zone. Two UMaine defenders were facing their own
goal trying to hit the loose puck
out of the path to the net, not
noticing Providence freshman

forward Mark Jankowski trailing behind.
Jankowski squeaked between the defenders to get control of the loose puck and shot
one past Ouellette to give the
Friars a 1-0 lead.
Two minutes later, Diamond
started the Black Bears’ best
chance to answer back when he
had an open path to the net, but
Providence freshman goaltender
Jon Gillies blocked Diamond’s
shot and stopped an onslaught
of rebound attempts before finally smothering the puck.
With 15:00 gone in the first
period, Providence came close
to taking a 2-0 lead over UMaine
when a Providence pass attempt
deflected off a Black Bear defender’s skate. The puck took
an unusual bounce backwards
and hit off the left post before
being cleared.
UMaine went on the only
power play of the period 17:43
into the first period when Providence senior forward Chris
Rooney was penalized for interference. The Black Bear’s season-long struggles on the power
play continued as the Friars kept
the puck in the UMaine zone for
most of the power play.
The start of the second pe-

riod brought
another unusual
play
that almost
tied the game
for the Black
Bears. A deflection
of
an attempted
puck clearing
hit a Providence player
on the way
out of the
zone, making
the puck slide
backward.
Gillies
noticed just in
time, smothering
the
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor
puck before UMaine senior forward Joey Diamond scored four goals over the weekend, including
the goal line the game-winner in overtime as the Black Bears grabbed their first home win this year.
to keep the
well, and three penalties were Army took the puck from a fascore at 1-0.
Neither team produced much called after only one in the first ceoff on the right side of the net
and scooped it past Ouellette to
offense in the second period, period.
The
third
period
proved
to
be
put the Friars up 2-0.
but both teams took the physia
pivotal
turning
point
for
the
“It got stuck under my feet,
cal play up a notch.
UMaine senior forward Kyle Black Bears in the game, with and it got poked forward. I just
Beattie was knocked out of the the Friars appearing to be more went in towards the net, and it
game after being slammed into and more rattled as the period was laying there and nobody
was grabbing me, so I just shot
the boards. Beattie did leave the wore on.
Providence did extend their it towards the net,” Army said.
ice under his own power, but
he was bleeding. A few small 1-0 lead 6:55 into the third pefights broke out in the period as riod, when junior forward Derek
See Men’s Hockey on B4

Don’t Men’s basketball falls to rival UNH
count
Celtics
out yet
Charlie Merritt
Staff Reporter

Column
When it rains, it pours for the
Boston Celtics. I put together an
article two weeks ago to discuss
the Celtics’ need to have a healthy
Avery Bradley to complete their
team and ultimately make a run
in the Eastern Conference. That
team dynamic that I was referring
to
took some
devastating
blows with
the
season-ending
injuries of
rookie forward Jared
Sullinger
By Joe
by
back
Duball
surgery and
point guard
Rajon Rondo by torn ACL.
Sullinger, who had just recently been plugged into the starting
forward spot, had some notorious back woes in college and fell
into the Celtics lap on draft day
due to those issues. The team
was very much aware that this
type of situation may arise over
the course of Sullinger’s career,
but they chose to take a chance
and hope they would be rewarded. The surgery was something
Sullinger would inevitably need,
but the Celtics hoped it would not
be this early. Though it may end
up making Sullinger a more productive player in the future, the
surgery leaves the Celtics thin in
terms of front-court depth.
While Sullinger’s presence
will be missed, the loss of Rondo
is a greater concern to Boston’s
chances this season. Rondo, who
was leading the league in assists
with just over 11 per game, tore
his ACL in a double-overtime
loss to Atlanta on Jan. 26. According to reports, the All-Star
point guard thought he merely
tweaked his knee late in the
game and presumably played
both overtime periods with the
tear. It was announced two days
later that Rondo’s discomfort
was indeed the result of a torn
See Celtics on B4
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The University of Maine men’s basketball team continued its struggles. falling to the University of New
Hampshire on Wednesday before losing to UMBC on Saturday.

Don’t play down to your competition basketball coaches say,
but that’s exactly what the Black
Bears did when they played host
to the University of New Hampshire Wildcats — 6-14 overall, 26 in conference — on Wednesday
night at the Alfond Arena.
The Black Bears — 8-13, 3-5
— were unable to overcome 10
first half turnovers and a 13-point
halftime deficit losing to the Wildcats 57-54.
Bill Herrion’s senior-laden
team — winners of two straight after dropping nine in a row — held
strong as the Black Bears came
charging back in the second half,
erasing a 17-point deficit after losing star Justin Edwards in the first
half to a sprained ankle.
“Obviously I thought we
fought back extremely hard in the
second half, played good defense,
really cut down on our turnovers,”
head coach Ted Woodward said.
“But it was an uphill battle for 20
minutes, and we’ve got to play a
40-minute game.”
UMaine came out flat, falling behind 20-9 at the 8-minute
mark of the first half after turning
the ball over nine times and suffering through a 6-minute scoring drought. Edwards — who is
averaging a team-leading 17.6

points, to go with 5.4 rebounds
and four assists — only played 12
minutes before the injury, scoring
seven points and grabbing four
rebounds but turned the ball over
four times.
The Wildcats were happy to
escape with a win at Alfond Arena
after losing their last four meetings to the Black Bears.
“It’s a great win for us,” Herrison said. “We haven’t won up
here in a while. We’ve struggled
up here, and we have struggled
against Maine.”
The Black Bears did not lay
down in this one. After giving up
a quick four points to start the second half, the Black Bears started
to find some life 2 minutes into
the second half.
Maine went on an 8-0 run
starting with a quick spin move
on the block from junior forward
Alasdair Fraser — who finished
with a game-high 20 points and
eight rebounds — before the big
man stepped out and hit a 3. On
the following defensive possession, senior forward Mike Allison
blocked one of his five shots, starting the Black Bears transition offense leading to a sophomore forward Zarko Valjarevic 3-pointer
and capping off a 11-0 run to bring
UMaine within six with 15 minutes to play. Valjarevic finished
See Men’s BBall on B4

BC gets best of women’s hockey
Jon Ouellette

For The Maine Campus
Four Unanswered Second
Period Goals Pace No. 2 BC to
6-3 Win Over UMaine in Skating Strides Game
By Jon Ouellette
Eleven players found the
score sheet for No. 2 Boston
College as they outlasted the
University of Maine women’s
hockey team by a score of 6-3
Saturday night at Alfond Arena
in UMaine’s seventh annual
Skating Strides Against Breast
Cancer game.
BC remains tied for first place
with rival Boston University
atop the Hockey East standings
with 27 points in conference following Saturday’s victory. The
win improves the Eagles’ record
to 20-4-2 on the season and 132-1 against conference foes.
UMaine remains one point

ahead of UConn for seventh
place in the WHEA standings
despite the loss. The Black Bears
see their record dip to 4-19-3
overall, 1-12-1 in conference,
and now sit nine points behind
sixth-place Vermont after Saturday’s defeat.
The second period provided
the bulk of the scoring after the
two squads skated to a 0-0 draw
in the first 20 minutes, thanks to
a stingy UMaine defensive effort led by the solid goaltending
of senior Brittany Ott.
The Black Bears got on the
board first, just 20 seconds into
the frame on a power-play effort.
Senior forward Brittany Dougherty created the chance on a net
drive that led to a scramble in
front. Freshman forward Shawna Lesperance was there to clean
up the loose puck, tapping it past
BC senior goaltender Corinne
Boyles to give UMaine a 1-0
advantage. Sophomore forward

Jennifer More was given the
secondary assist on the tally.
Eagles’ sophomore forward
Alex Carpenter responded
quickly with two goals of her
own, however, sparking a string
of four unanswered scores by
BC that effectively snuffed out
any Black Bear momentum.
Carpenter’s first came on a
net drive on the power play with
3 minutes gone in the period
to tie the game at one. Hockey
East’s top point-getter made her
way to the front of the UMaine
crease where she was able to
beat Ott five-hole to extend her
point streak to a school-record
24 games. She was assisted by
fellow sophomore forward Emily Field.
Carpenter gave the Eagles
their first lead of the night less
than 3 minutes later on a crossice pass that found the sophomore with space in front of Ott,
and she didn’t miss. Junior for-

ward Melissa Bizzari and sophomore forward Kate Leary assisted on Carpenter’s 23rd goal
of the year.
“Alex is one of the most
competitive people that I’ve
been around,” BC head coach
Katie King Crowley said after
the game. “I think it shows every day on the ice whether it’s
in practice or whether it’s in the
games. She’s really done a great
job this year in really taking that
next step.
“She’s got great players
around her, which is really helping her as well,” she added, “but
I think that competitive edge she
has is one of the things that’s
unique to her specifically and she
really wills her team to win.”
A UMaine penalty gave the
Eagles another chance on the
power play with just over 8 minutes remaining in the second
period, and they didn’t waste
it. Bizzari netted a goal of her

own — the junior’s 14th of the
season — to put BC up two on
a one-timer in front that was set
up by freshman forward Dana
Trivigno and sophomore defender Emily Pfalzer.
The two teams played well on
the power play Saturday night,
as both finished 3-5 with the extra skater in the contest.
BC would extend their lead
to three with 5 minutes left in the
period on a shot from just behind
the right dot that found its way
passed Ott to make it 4-1. Freshman defender Lexi Bender’s
second goal of the year finished
up the second period scoring.
She was assisted by junior forward Meagan Mangene and junior forward Taylor Wasylk, the
seventh Eagle to find the score
sheet in the stanza.
“Every time we took a lapse
or we stood and watched, they
See Women’s Hockey on B4
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UMBC 3’s drain UMaine’s chances at win
Andrew Stefanilo
Staff Reporter

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Sophomore forward Danielle Walczak finished with a career-high
28 points, but it wasn’t enough to overcome UMBC on Saturday.

The University of Maine
women’s basketball team fell
to the University of MarylandBaltimore County Saturday
afternoon at Alfond Arena by
a final score of 86-79. The loss
brings the Black Bears’ record
to 2-20, 1-8 in America East.
UMBC improves their record
to 7-15, 3-6 in conference
play.
“We were glad to get the
win,” UMBC head coach Phil
Stern said. “It’s always a tough
place to play up here.”
Senior guard Brittany Crowell led the Retrievers in scoring
with 22 points, followed by senior guard Raven Harris with
20 and sophomore guard Bria
White with 18.
“They’re such good shooters so if they go off they’re going to have a big night and they
made them early,” Stern said.
Harris also had nine assists
and three steals for the Retrievers to go along with her 20
points.
“Raven [Harris] is really
savvy,” Stern said. “She knows
when we need her to score
and when we don’t need her
to score. She distributed in the
first half and knocked down
shots in the second half.”
For the Black Bears, sophomore forward Danielle Wal-

czak scored a career high 28
points and grabbed 11 rebounds. Freshman forward Liz
Wood had 19 points with 12 rebounds — seven of them were
offensive.
The game started off well for
the Black Bears as they scored
six-straight points and gained a
13-7 lead. Walczak had seven
of UMaine’s first 13 points.
However, the rest of the half
belonged to UMBC. As a team,
the Retrievers shot 20 three
point field goals in the first half
alone, making eight. They also
grabbed 29 rebounds, 12 of
them offensive. UMaine only
had 18 total rebounds, three of
them being offensive.
UMBC went on a 15-4 run
to put them up 34-24. UMaine
had a chance to cut the lead
back to single digits on a three
on one but missed the layup.
“We missed several easy
shots around the basket,”
UMaine head coach Richard
Barron said. “We missed threeon-one possession, all around
the rim.”
Crowell hit one of her five
3s toward the end of the half
to put UMBC up 39-28. The
Black Bears didn’t close out
shooters well, but when they
did, UMBC still managed to
hit some tough shots.
“They made some very difficult shots, you have to give
them credit,” Barron said.

Walczak had nine points
early on for the Black Bears,
all by working the paint.
“The first time we played
UMBC we had an advantage in
the post and I didn’t take advantage of it,” Walczak said.
“I think coming into this game
I knew I had to attack down
there.”
UMaine committed an untimely foul with 2 seconds left
in the half putting Harris on the
line where she converted on the
one and one, putting UMBC up
43-30 to end the half.
The Black Bears came out
stronger in the second half, focusing more on rebounding and
pounding the paint to Walczak.
UMaine had 38 total points in
the paint, 26 of them in the second half.
Wood had 17 of her 19
points in the second half as
well — something that helped
the Black Bears in their attempt
at a comeback.
“I really like posting up
smaller guards but I don’t really like playing in the post,”
Wood said. “We took that to
our advantage because I had a
smaller guard on me, and after
I got a few easy baskets off
posting up I think I just kind of
hit a groove.”
Freshman guard Lauren
Bodine started off the scoring
in the second half by hitting a 3
to cut the lead to just 10.

Later, the Black Bears were
down just five points and had
an opportunity to cut it down to
three, but turned the ball over
on their next possession. Every
time UMaine came close to tying the game up, UMBC would
hit a big 3.
UMBC stretched the lead
out several times, the most being 14 points with 3:40 remaining in the second half at 76-62.
After a Walczak put back
and a 3 by Wood, the lead was
again cut to single digits at
78-69 with 2:22 left. On the
next possession, Crowell was
fouled behind the arc and made
all three shots from the stripe.
Wood hit another 3 with 41
seconds left to put the Black
Bears down just seven at 8477, but time wasn’t on their
side.
The Black Bears scored 49
points in the second half, compared to 30 in the first. They
grabbed more rebounds, utilized their post game and made
shots. After being out-rebounded 29-18 in the first half, both
teams had totaled 44 each by
the end of the game.
“I’d say the problem was
the rebounds we gave up in the
first half,” Barron said. “That
was the difference.”
The Black Bears’ next game
is against the University of Albany on Feb. 9 at Alfond Arena. Starting time is 1 p.m.

Mixed results Dougherty’s hard work continues
at final meet in to pay off for UM women’s hockey
UM Field House
Jon Ouellette

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
Field House has been the hub
of UMaine athletics since its inception. Saturday afternoon’s
track meet between UMaine and
the College of the Holy Cross
marked the last event held there
in its current layout.
The Field House is scheduled
to be renovated at some point in
the coming year as part of a $5
million gift from New Balance,
who has also agreed to assist the
university in its continued maintenance of the New Balance Student and Recreation Center and
the renovation of the Memorial
Gym on campus.
While both the men’s and
women’s teams were focused on
the task at hand, for some, Saturday’s meet was more than just
another competition.
“There’s absolutely some nostalgia involved,” UMaine junior
thrower Justin Gagne said. “I
mean we all had our first meets
here of course as freshmen. At
least my class, our first home
meet was here and our first meet
ever was here. So we’re always
going to think about that. But you
know a lot of kids have parents
[that were on] the team who competed back in the day. It’s kind
of nostalgic for their parents to
come here and see them compete
one last time before we renovate
everything.”
Gagne, who holds the school
record for shot put, finished first
in the event on Saturday with
a throw of 18.11 meters. He
paced a strong performance by
the Black Bear men, who edged
out the Crusaders in 13 of the 17
events on their way to a 109-69
victory.
UMaine head coach Mark
Lech said that although renovating the Field House may be bittersweet for some alumni, the
improved facility conditions that
will come with the renovation
“can’t be anything but a positive
thing.”
“I think just from the point of
view of kids coming in here every day and seeing a brand new
place, it’s going to add something
to their experience here,” Lech
said. “We’re trying to make it as
user-friendly as possible.”
Although the Black Bear
women fell to Holy Cross by
a final tally of 100.50-79.50,
UMaine did manage to come
away with some solid performances. UMaine won six of
the 17 scored events, including
first-place finishes by sophomore
Robyn McFetters in the weight
throw, freshman Jaclyn Masters
in the pole vault, junior Rachel

Wilkinson in the mile, junior
Ashten Hackett in the 55-meter
hurdles, and freshman Shannon
O’Neil in the 400-meter dash.
Senior distance runner Corey
Connor led a come-from-behind
victory for UMaine’s 4x880 yard
relay team as well. The team finished with a time of 9 minutes,
48.26 seconds — more than 2
seconds faster than Holy Cross’
relay led by senior Kathleen
Brekka.
“The meet for the guys was
good, a little rough for the ladies,” Lech said. “There’s been a
bout of sickness going around, so
we probably didn’t have at least
40 points that we could have.
That hit us pretty rough, but
overall I think the season’s been
going well.”
The Black Bear men had some
other notable wins in addition to
Gagne’s dominance in the shot
put on Saturday. Junior Frank
Del Duca took the long jump and
the 55-meter dash, sophomore
Alex Moser finished first in both
the one mile and the 1,000-meter
run, junior James Reed – who
holds the school record in the
60-meter hurdles – took the 55meter hurdles and the 200-meter
dash, and sophomore Jake Leithiser finished first in the 400-meter
dash.
“Because it’s an individual
sport, it’s not like you have a Michael Jordan on the team that you
can say, ‘Okay get on my shoulders, give me the ball,’” Lech
said. “Everything is individual.
But at the same time, yeah people
look to those performances [as
inspiration]. Especially people
that are in the event with them.”
UMaine will participate in
the Valentines Invitational held
at Boston University, Feb. 8-9.
The women get started Feb. 8 at
2 p.m. while the men finish up
the event the following day at 10
a.m.
Both Lech and Gagne are
hopeful their squad will do well
the rest of the season.
“I think on the ladies’ side, because we’ve had some illnesses,
I’d say we’ll probably be in the
middle of the pack in the conference [at season’s end],” Lech
said. “I think for the guys, I’m
trying to shoot for third or fourth.
I think that’s feasible.”
“I think we can really do well
at conferences,” Gagne added.
“Right now our main focus as a
team is conferences. We’ve gotten a lot of good performances
from a lot of kids this year, [and]
I think we’re going to make a
pretty big impact, [especially]
with BU not competing at it this
year. It opens up an opportunity
for third or second if everybody
performs like they can.”
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University of Maine women’s hockey senior forward Brittany Dougherty is having a standout year, sitting at fifth in points in Hockey East.

Joe Ouellette

For The Maine Campus
In what has been an up-anddown year for the University of
Maine women’s hockey team, senior forward Brittany Dougherty
has been counted on to consistently put points on the board, and
she has delivered.
The Michigan native currently
sits in fifth place in the Hockey
East scoring race with 28 points
— 11 goals, 17 assists. Despite
being the go-to player on a team
still finding its groove over half
way through the season, Dougherty continues to value team’s
success over her own.
“[Coming into the season] I
wanted to be the point-getter of
the team and help our team succeed,” Dougherty said. “Even
though I am putting points up, I
want to help others get points as
well.
“I’d rather have a Hockey East
Championship [than a scoring
title],” she added.
Although Dougherty — who
cites the former Detroit Red
Wings captain Steve Yzerman
and “The Mighty Ducks” as
her biggest hockey influences
— remains adamant about being
more than a goal-scorer, she is no
stranger to being honored for her
offensive prowess.
The senior was recently named
Player of the Week back on Jan.
14, adding to a growing list of accomplishments that includes being
named Bauer Rookie of the Week
in 2009, Women’s Hockey East
Association Pure Hockey Player
of the Week twice in 2010, and a
Second Team WHEA All-Star selection for the 2011-12 campaign.
Dougherty — or “Chappy,” as
her teammates and coaches call
her — co-led the Black Bears in
points her sophomore year be-

fore netting a team-high 33 the
following season, and she says
her individual successes come as
a byproduct of working toward
team goals.
“It’s an honor,” she said when
asked what her thoughts were
on individual awards. “It’s cool
to have awards and earn them
through hard work and dedication. It’s rewarding at the end
of the day, knowing you can be
counted on by your teammates.”
“She just gives us a lot of opportunity,” UMaine head coach
Maria Lewis said of her star forward. “Whether she is getting
shots in a game or scoring or making assists, she is always going to
be a factor. Our team is a lot different without her.
“We are fortunate to have a
player like that,” Lewis continued. “She’s one of the best in the
league and I think one of the hardest in the country to stop.”
Scoring didn’t always come so
easy, however. Dougherty, who
was an integral part of three statechampionship teams for L’Anse
Creuse North High School from
2006-09, admitted she struggled
to put points up her freshman year
as she was transitioning from high
school hockey to Division I.
“It was frustrating, going from
scoring all the time to scoring
very little,” she said, “but once
I got accustomed to the level of
play, it just got easier.
“Back in high school, there
were only maybe five teams that
were in competition and only two
teams that were decently good,
so all the best players in the state
would come to the same team,”
she added. “It wasn’t as much of
a challenge, and it wasn’t as rewarding as, say, making playoffs
in college.”
Dougherty also played for
Little Caesar’s in a U-19 hockey

league in Michigan where she was
teammates with another UMaine
senior, goaltender Brittany Ott.
Even though the prospect of playing with Ott — who has also been
honored by the WHEA this season
— at the college level added another incentive to come to Maine,
Dougherty says she chose to join
the Black Bears because of the
beautiful campus and welcoming
atmosphere.
“[The decision] wasn’t necessarily made because Brittany Ott
was coming,” she said, “but it
was also interesting and exciting
that I was going to play with an
old teammate.”
Dougherty plans to use her degree in kinesiology and physical
education to work with hockey
players as a physical therapist
after graduation, but she hasn’t
ruled out continuing with her career on the ice.
“My coach wants me to try out
for the Boston Blades — which
is a semi-pro team for women in
Boston — and possibly go to the
Olympics, so I’m going to keep
playing and try and do that,” she
said.
Dougherty attended USA
Hockey’s Olympic training camp
in 2011, so she should have an advantage over her fellow try-outs
this time around.
“The first camp I went to [in
December 2011], it was scary.
I did not know what to expect,”
she said. “But in the consecutive
camps, it got better and better, and
the team was very welcoming.”
Although the Black Bears
struggled out of the gate this season — a year after going 17-11-6
— they still find themselves just
eight points out of sixth-place
Vermont and nine points out of
fifth-place Providence College.
Dougherty believes UMaine’s
young squad — which dresses

just four seniors compared to
nine freshmen — has a realistic
chance of capturing the five seed
before playoffs begin, especially
if they play with the same energy
and confidence they showed last
weekend against UVM.
“In previous years — especially the last two years — we’ve had
a huge amount of upperclassmen.
They knew the ropes; they knew
what it took to succeed,” Dougherty said. “This year has been
more of a teaching year, where we
have to build up to that. I think the
first semester was more building
up than anything.
“Now that the second half has
started, we’re playing a lot better
and we have a lot more confidence
in our abilities,” she continued.
“We know we can do this.”
Dougherty leads the Black
Bears into battle this weekend
as they take on the University of
Connecticut and Providence on
the road on back-to-back days.
The senior knows nothing will
come easy the rest of the way
— especially against a Huskies
team looking to jump them in the
standings and a Friars squad fighting to maintain their spot.
“They’re both hard-working
teams,” Dougherty said. “They
may not try to dangle the puck
past you, but they’ll work hard
and be in your face. That’s how
they succeed.
“We just have to push them
right back.”
UMaine played their Skating
Strides game against Boston College over the weekend where
Dougherty tallied 1 assist and 5
shots on goal in the 6-3 loss. You
can catch Dougherty and the rest
of the UMaine team play their final home series of the season Feb.
16 and 17 a 2 p.m. in the Alfond
Arena as they take on Northeastern University.
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Reed hurdles way into track record books
Joe Duball

For The Maine Campus
Breaking records is something University of Maine senior track and field runner James
Reed has become accustomed to
over the course of his collegiate
running career. Reed, UMaine’s
lead hurdler, most recently took
down the school record in the
60-meter hurdles at Boston
University’s Terrier Invitational
on Jan. 26 with a time of 7.97
seconds in his preliminary run,
then winning the event with an
8.00 final run.
Reed is very familiar with
the school record in the 60-meter hurdles, as he broke the mark
first in his sophomore season
with a time of 8.20. In the second meet of this season at Bates
College, Reed broke his own
mark with a run of 8.10. After
the second record-breaking performance, Reed was anxious to
get out and try to break his own
mark again in Boston the following week.
“My goal at the beginning
of the season was to break eight
seconds for the 60-meter hurdles,” Reed said. “I thought my
race was a little sloppy at Bates
and there was a lot of room for
improvement. So being down at

an Invitationthe hurdles is
al at Boston
a physically
U n i v e r s i t y,
and mentally
where I knew
demanding
there
were
event on a
going to be
runner. Reed
a lot of other
experienced
fast runners,
the physical
I was excited
tolls of the
to finally get
sport last year
the chance to
when he was
break 8.00.”
forced to miss
While he
his whole juwas confident
nior season
in his chances
due to an abto once again
dominal injubest himself,
ry. The healReed
acing process
knowledged
was slow and
that the jitReed was not
ters were a bit
fully recovoverwhelmered until this
past summer.
ing.
Even without
“The hardinjury
est part about
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor that
Reed’s health
that race for Senior track and field start James Reed continues to excel in a Black Bear uniform.
is
always
me was just
of this season at UNH. Breaking said. “Everything in the race [at
something he
staying calm
and not letting my nerves get all these records before hasn’t BU] came together at the right is mindful of.
“I think the most difficult
the best of me. The more relaxed made doing it again less memo- time, and I was able stay relaxed
you are during the race, the bet- rable for Reed, as he looks to do throughout the whole race. As part about hurdles for me is all
soon as I crossed the finish line the aches and pains,” Reed said.
ter you are going to perform,” his best every time out.
“I think the most rewarding in the heats, I knew that I had “I have had a lot of back and hip
Reed said.
Reed also holds the record in part about breaking this record broken 8.00 — I just wasn’t problems because of the repetitive nature of hurdling.”
55-meter hurdles, a mark that he is knowing that all the hard work sure by how much.”
The road to success has not
From a mental standpoint,
has held since his freshman year you put in on and off the track
and broke in UMaine’s first meet is actually paying off,” Reed been an easy one for Reed, as Reed has prided himself on

keeping a level head throughout
his running career and understands that results and success
will not come overnight.
“Working hard speaks for
itself, but being patient is especially important in an event
like hurdles,” Reed said. “Since
hurdles is such a technical event
and it takes a lot of time to really
develop. It’s important to know
that all the little things that you
work on in practice every day
isn’t going to happen immediately, but instead over a couple
of years.”
Though Reed is an academic
senior, he is eligible for another
year in track after having missed
his junior season. Reed looks
forward to building on his craft
this year and next with hopes
that his running career will continue after college.
“I would like to be able to
continue to run, but I will have
to wait and see,” Reed said. “I
guess whether or not I stick
with hurdles after my collegiate
career all depends on how fast I
am running by the time I graduate.”
Regardless of where his talent takes him, Reed will forever
be remembered in Black Bear
history for both his achievements and his work ethic.

2012 NFL season highlighted by MVP All Day AP
Column
This was Adrian Peterson’s
year.
Peterson — the rightful
recipient of the
2012 MVP
— proved
he is not
a human,
but a robot.
On
Dec.
24, 2011,
AP
tore
By Charlie
his anterior
Merritt
cruciate
ligament
and medial
collateral ligament, marking
the first time in his five-year
career he would not rush for
1,000 yards. Eight months
later, it was doubtful Peterson
would play in the 2012 season
opener. Despite still feeling
discomfort, Peterson played in
Week 1 and rushed for 84 yards
and two touchdowns. He didn’t
stop there, finishing with 2,097
rushing yards, second most of
all time and nine yards short
of Eric Dickerson’s record.
Most importantly, he carried
the Vikings into the playoffs,
improving their record from

3-13 to 10-6. It takes a closer
look at statistics to realize how
remarkable Peterson’s season
truly was.
Behind an average Vikings
line that allowed the 22nd most
sacks in the NFL, Peterson
gained 1,019 yards after contact. Let that sink in for the second: That number alone would
give Peterson the 16th most
rushing yards in the league,
ahead of such notable running
backs as Ahmad Bradshaw,
Michael “No Burner” Turner
and Trent Richardson — the
second closest was Doug Martin with 683.
Teams would try and stack
up to eight players in the box
as the lack of a vertical threat,
171.9 passing yards per game,
left the Vikings one dimensional. It didn’t matter. Peterson truly ran all day. He finished averaging 131.1 yards
per game, had seven games
with over 150 yards and was
the first to average 6.0 yards
per carry since Barry Sanders
in 1997. His season will go
down in the history books, but
it won’t be his last.
The season also marked the
return of the rookie. As the
top pick was debated between

Robert Griffin III and Andrew
Luck, the season proved to
have up to 10 superstars that
changed their franchises in
their first season alone. Everybody knows about the three
quarterbacks, but the most surprising rookie contributor is
the sixth round, 173rd overall
pick, 5-foot-9-inch, 218-pound
bruiser from Florida Atlantic.
Alfred Morris, or “the but-

AP gained 1,019 yards after contact. Let
that sink in for a second. That number
alone would give AP the 16th most yards
in the league, ahead of noteable running backs such as Ahmad Bradshaw,
Michael Turner, and Trent Richardson.
ler,” was described on NFL.
com’s draft analysis as “not
big enough to be imposing at
the next level,” and “carries
free-agent value.” Whoops.
Not only did Morris contribute second most rushing yards
in the NFL with 1,613 and 13
touchdowns, he changed the
Redskins’ offense. The nowcoveted pistol offense was
successful because of Morris’s
ability to go north and south.

Hope still remains for
the lowly LA Lakers
Column
After the great offseason the
Lakers had,
a lot of fans
thought
this could
be the year
for yet another title
in L.A. —
acquiring
Steve Nash
By Andrew
and Dwight
Stefanilo
Howard
was supposed to put this team in contention with the Thunder and
possibly challenge the Heat in
the finals.
Now it’s almost the All-Star
break, and the Lakers are sitting in 10th place in the Western
Conference. Until recently, they
have struggled.
It started with the firing of
coach Mike Brown, just five
games into the season. A questionable move, but Brown may
not have been the right fit. The
biggest mistake was when management had the chance to bring
Phil Jackson back and went
with Mike D’Antoni instead.
D’Antoni is a solid head coach,
but he wasn’t the right fit for the
Lakers.
Nonetheless, the Lakers organization has said there won’t
be any coaching changes and

most likely no trading of their
big players before All-star
break, unless it’s Pau Gasol. So
they’ll most likely have to move
forward with what they have.
Gasol has stated he is unhappy with playing as the sixth man
and expects to get back into the
starting rotation on a regular
basis, even when Howard gets
back from the shoulder injury.
Howard, who has been plagued
with little injuries, has finally
stopped talking and started
playing. If he gets back into the
lineup and stays healthy, things
could keep looking up.
It is safe to say the whole season has been a let down so far
for the Lakers. However, let’s
not forget that it took the Miami
Heat a year to get things right.
The Lakers are 22-26, three
and a half games back for the
current 8th seed Houston Rockets right now.
The Lakers can still make the
playoffs. They have won five
of their last six games during
which Kobe Bryant has 61 assists, 10.2 per game. He’s playing at an extremely high level
and is passing better than he
ever has before.
They’re playing more together than they have all season
and have a chance to rest and
work on some things during the
break.
Their next slate of games is
what’s going to make or break
their season. In the upcoming

Utilizing Griffin’s exceptional
ball skills, defense would be
sucked into the middle of the
field allowing Griffin to break
his large gainers to the outside
and toast defenses with the
backside post on play-action.
Morris was the most underrated player in the NFL this
season and will be a nightmare
for the NFC East for years to
come.

week they play four straight on
the road at Brooklyn, Boston,
Charlotte and Miami. Being just
7-16 on the road doesn’t make
it any easier. After the road trip,
they play two at home against
the Suns and the Clippers before
the All-Star break.
The Lakers will be tested
against some of the best in the
league during these games. If
they can at least win four out
of six, they’ll still be in good
shape. If they lose more than
three, I think they’ll be deflated
and out of the playoff race.
If they do make it to the playoffs, I think they can be scary.
If they get the 8th seed, they’ll
likely play either the Spurs or
the Thunder. I actually like the
Lakers’ chances against the
Spurs.
In 2009 the Spurs lost 4-1 in
the first round to Dallas as the
three seed. They lost 4-0 in the
second round to Phoenix the
following year, although they
only held the 7th seed. In 2011,
they lost 4-2 in the first round
to Memphis as the top seed and
last year lost to the Thunder in
the Western Conference finals.
If the Lakers do get in the
playoffs and play the Spurs,
anything can happen. It’s the
playoffs — a new start. A lot
can happen with the team they
have, especially if they go into
the playoffs rolling on all cylinders. They just have to make it
there first.

Andrew Luck, Robert Griffin and Russell Wilson were
talked about more than Manti
Te’o’s imaginary girlfriend,
and rightfully so. Griffin finished with 27 total touchdowns
— 20 throwing, seven rushing
— 4,015 total yards and most
impressively a 102.4 QB rating
en route to collecting Offensive Rookie of the Year. Luck
set the NFL rookie record for
passing yards, throwing for a

gaudy 4,374 yards and bringing the Colts from the worst
team in football to 11-5 and a
playoff team. But the top rookie in my eyes was Wilson.
It seemed weird how much
Pete Carroll obsessed over the
No. 75 overall pick, who was
deemed too small to play the
QB position at 5 feet-11 inches
— Drew Brees is 6-feet tall
— and Matt Flynn sat on the
bench collecting his 19.5 million dollar contract.
Yet Wilson had the poise of
a 10 -year veteran seemingly
improving every game and
leading the Seahawks to the divisional round of the playoffs
before being knocked out on
the road to the Atlanta Falcons,
30-28. Wilson finished the season with 26 touchdowns and
only ten interceptions, 3,118
yards and a 100.0 QB rating.
His intangibles were what set
him apart. Wilson always made
the right throw, made quick
reads and was a true leader in
Seattle. The Seahawks were
the best team in the league at
the end of the season.
There were many others that
dominated the field in 2012.
Calvin Johnson broke the alltime receiving record with

1,964 yards and proved that we
have never seen a better NFL
body than Megatron. J.J. Watt
played the defensive end arguably better than anybody in
history, collecting his first Defensive MVP award earning 49
of 50 first-place votes and led
the league with 20.5 sacks after Aldon Smith went sackless
for the last three games of the
season.
On a side note, Watt is a villain to me now after he spit on
the Patriots’ logo in pre-game.
Panthers linebacker and
Defensive Rookie of the Year
Luke Kuechly tackled everything, leading the league with
164 tackles. Did anybody
know that?
And the old quarterbacks
can still get it done. Peyton
Manning returned from neck
surgery to win comeback
player of the year and toss
for 4,659 and 37 touchdowns.
Brees led the league in passing once again with 5,177
yards, despite playing without
coach Sean Payton, and Brady
brought the Patriots back to the
conference championship after
throwing for 4,827 yards and
34 touchdowns to only eight
interceptions.
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“A lot of people probably
thought the game was over after
they scored that second goal, but
we kept working hard,” Ouellette
said.
Diamond did not give up on
the game, even when it appeared
UMaine was in trouble being
down a man after sophomore
forward Andrew Cerretani was
sent to the box for interference
12:18 into the third period.
Shorthanded, Diamond stole
the puck and streaked down the
left side of the rink with one defender to beat. Diamond crossed
over to the right side and scooped
the puck underneath the glove of
Gillies to score a short-handed
goal for the Black Bears that cut
the lead to 2-1.
“We thought we were playing
a pretty good game going into the
third, we had the momentum going into the third,” Diamond said.
“We believed in each other and
that’s where we knew that if we
did believe in each other and were
fortunate enough we’d be able to
get two goals, and we did. I just
read the play, poked the pass, and
just went into the breakaway and
scored. I put it over his pad and
under his glove. It gave us a big
boost [of momentum] and then
we were able to get on the power
play and score another.”
With Providence senior forward Tim Schaller sitting in the
box for Providence, Diamond
struck again with a special teams
goal, this time with UMaine having the one man advantage. With
17 minutes gone in the third,
UMaine freshman forward Devin
Shore and Cerretani assisted Diamond with the game-tying goal,

Women’s Hockey
from B1

capitalized,” UMaine head coach
Maria Lewis said. “But what I’m
really proud of the team [for] is
that we didn’t give up. We took
some dips, but we found a way
to climb out of that and keep going hard.”
Both teams found the back
of the net twice in the final 20
minutes as BC hung on for the
6-3 victory.
The Black Bears scored first
on the power play 8 minutes into
the final period on a deflected
shot from the point. Senior defender Brittney Huneke threw a
shot on net that found junior forward Missy Denk’s stick on its
way passed Boyles to cut the BC
lead to two.
The senior finished with 22
saves on 25 shots in the win for
the Eagles. Ott stopped 34 of
the 40 shots she faced in net for
UMaine.
BC answered with a power
play goal of its own with just
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Diamond did give the Black riod, the Black Bears looked to
giving UMaine a momentum ad- and Ouellette saved 35 shots
— seven in overtime — to give Bears the lead 9:50 into the first be in trouble when they faced a
vantage going into overtime.
UMaine appeared to still have UMaine a 4-3 victory. The win period after weaving through the five-on-three situation after Rutt
momentum on its side during the also moves UMaine into eighth River Hawk defense. But the and freshman defenseman Conor
opening minutes of overtime, but place in Hockey East, putting lead did not last long, as UMass- Riley were sent to the box 25
Lowell sophomore forward Ter- seconds apart.
Providence had come back in the them in playoff position.
“We’ve been building slowly rence Wallin and sophomore deRutt’s penalty expired with no
final minute with an opportunity
but surely, last weekend was a fenseman Zack Kamrass assisted harm done to UMaine, but with
of their own.
In the closing seconds, Ac- huge jump for us, especially on freshman forward Micheal Fal- 5 seconds remaining on Riley’s
ciari stole the puck and raced the road at [Boston College], but lon 14 seconds later in scoring penalty, Kamrass and Folin assisted McGrath 16:08 into the
down the ice in a race with the this weekend was more impor- the game tying goal.
The penalties stacked up in second period to put the River
clock. Acciari fired a shot with tant because we hadn’t won at
2 seconds left as Ouellette made home, I’m just happy we could the second period, with six being Hawks up 3-2.
get that monkey off of our back,” called between the Black Bears
Only 20 seconds after the
the save to preserve the 2-2 tie.
and River Hawks. Four of the goal, Wetmore gave UMaine
“I went into the net hard. Un- Whitehead said.
“It felt great, almost like a penalties resulted in power-play a power-play opportunity after
fortunately I couldn’t put it in for
playoff game,” Diamond said. goals.
the team,” Acciari said.
committing an interference pen“He kind of surprised me,” “The fans are unbelievable;
UMaine junior defenseman alty. Twenty seconds after the
Ouellette said. “He shot it pretty they’ve been sticking by us all Brice O’Connor was called for penalty was called, Rutt made
quickly. I was able to be patient year. I knew we weren’t going boarding 6:14 into the second amends for his earlier penalty by
tying the game at 3 16:48 into
and make the save.”
the second period.
“I think in the beginning of
“I knew we weren’t going to go winless at the Alfond
“Coach [Whitehead] knows
the season we wouldn’t have
scored a goal or would have this year. The way we did it in overtime, battling back, the UMass-Lowell system
pretty well because they have
come back, but we’re getting
it’s definitely a memorable night in the Alfond.”
an old assistant, so we kind
better every day in practice
of knew what we were goand we just have to believe
in each other that we can play
Joey Diamond ing against. We just exploited
with these teams,” Diamond
University of Maine men’s ice hockey senior forward what they did, took what they
gave us and we got a couple
said.
that went in,” said Rutt of the
“I love the way we played
tonight, no qualms with the effort to go winless at the Alfond this period, giving the River Hawks second period power-play goals.
The third period was calm,
or execution,” Whitehead said. “I year. The way we did it in over- a 5-on-4 advantage. During the
thought we were a little tentative time, battling back, it’s definitely power play, UMass-Lowell fresh- with no penalties being called.
in the first [period], a little ner- a memorable night in the Al- man forward Ryan McGrath and It was an evenly matched period
junior forward Derek Arnold as- as well, with both Ouellette and
vous, but I thought as the game fond.”
The Black Bears looked to sisted senior forward Riley Wet- Carr saving nine shots a piece
went on we played with more
poise and the hard work was take the lead just over 2 min- more in giving the River Hawks during the period.
Shore had a chance to win the
there from the beginning. But utes into the game when senior a 2-1 lead.
The Black Bears answered game for UMaine when he had
the first period, offensively we forward Adam Shemansky and
Shore had a breakaway after Sh- back with their own power-play a one-on-one opportunity to the
played a little tentative.”
Diamond nets the game win- emansky stole the puck. Sheman- goal after UMass-Lowell fresh- net in the final seconds, but his
ner in OT as UMaine wins first sky hit a high shot and Shore hit man defenseman Christian Folin backhand went just wide left of
home game
the rebound in, and it appeared was called for hooking. UMaine the net as time expired.
UMaine picked up their first UMaine took a 1-0 lead.
sophomore defenseman Jake
The River Hawks came out
home win of the season against
After review, the referees de- Rutt and Shore assisted freshman firing in the beginning of overthe No. 13 University of Mas- termined Shore was high stick- forward Ryan Lomberg 13:23 time. UMass-Lowell developed
sachusetts-Lowell River Hawks ing when he hit the puck past into the second period to tie the multiple two- and three-on-one
Sunday afternoon as Diamond UMass-Lowell junior goalten- game at 2-2.
chances, but Ouellette stopped
scored his fourth goal of the der Doug Carr and the score reWith two goals already scored all seven attempts he saw during
weekend 3:59 into overtime mained 0-0.
by way of power play in the pe- the extra period.
under 5 minutes left in regulation. Senior defender Dru Burns
notched her first goal of the year
on a one-timer from the slot to
put the Eagles up 5-2. Carpenter recorded her league-leading
30th assist of the season on the
tally, with senior forward Ashley
Motherwell earning the secondary assist.
The lead stretched to four
once more off another deflection in front of Ott around the
3-minute mark. Leary found the
twine this time off of an assist by
Bender.
UMaine capped the scoring
on a tip-in by Lesperance with
34 seconds left to make it 6-3.
Junior defender Kelly McDonald and junior forward Kayla
Kaluzny were credited with the
assists on Lesperance’s second
goal of the contest.
“BC’s the number two team
in the country,” Lewis said after
the game. “I’m proud of the team
for making some huge strides
from the last time we played
them and not being afraid to play
against a team like BC and prov-

ing that we do belong on the ice
with them.”
The Black Bears travel to
Vermont to take on the Catamounts in a two-game set, Feb.
9-10, with game time for both
contests scheduled for 2 p.m.
“I think if we play this way
against Vermont… they don’t
have the speed and the skill and
the depth that BC has,” Lewis
said. “We have to show up still,
but, with the way we’ve been
practicing and how hard we’ve
been going, [we should fare
well].”
Crowley hopes the balanced
attack her team showed on Saturday is a trend that continues
the rest of the season. It will be
put to the test when they play
No. 3 Harvard University in the
first game of the 35th annual
Beanpot Tournament in Boston,
Feb. 5 at 5 p.m.
“It’s great,” Crowley said
when asked about her team’s
all-around effort from Saturday.
“We’ve been hoping for that for
our program for a while and now
we finally have it.”

Men’s BBall

“I thought both goaltenders
were equally good tonight. It
seems like every game in the
Hockey East you run into a hot
goalie,” said UMass-Lowell
head coach Norm Bazin.
With 3:59 played in overtime,
Diamond came off the bench
during a line change and stole
the puck as the River Hawks
were racing towards their offensive zone. With all of the UMassLowell players on the other side
of the rink, Diamond had a wide
open path to the net and got a shot
off that went past Carr to give the
Black Bears the 4-3 victory.
“I came off the bench and was
able to pick off the pass, come
in alone, and beat the goalie,”
Diamond said. “I tried to get him
sliding over, I was headed to the
far post and was able to just stop
short and he kept going. You
want the win. Any goal in overtime to get the win is good. It was
special, it was my first overtime
goal here at UMaine, and it’s
definitely something I’m going
to remember.”
“I thought it was a wellplayed hockey game, both teams
had their chances to win,” Bazin
said. “We didn’t close the hockey game out: We had two leads
and couldn’t score another one
to make it a two-goal lead, but
credit to them. I quite frankly was
encouraged. We played better
than we did on Friday. This is a
good college atmosphere, a hardfought game on both sides, and
tonight, frankly, we fell short.”
With the win, UMaine improves to 8-14-5 on the year
while UMass-Lowell falls to
14-9-2. Next weekend, UMaine
heads to the 7-14-4 University
of Vermont Catamounts on Saturday, Feb. 9, for their lone game
of the weekend.

17 shooting and seven rebounds
— hit a deep two to put UNH on
top 55-52 with a minute to play.
UMaine freshman guard Shaun
Lawton took the ball to the rim
on the following possession,
but the wild lay-up was missed.
After a defensive stop, UMaine
sophomore guard Xavier Pollard
— nine points, five rebounds,

and sink both free throws.
Valjarevic’s 3-pointer would
from B1
come up short at the buzzer leaving the Black Bears with a disapwith nine points on 3-9 shooting
pointing loss.
and added four rebounds.
“I thought we had some good,
“At halftime we wanted to
solid, open 3 point looks late in
come out with better energy, and
the game. They just didn’t fall,”
I thought we answered them. We
Woodward said.
played better defense, and that led
The Black Bears out-reboundto our offense,”
ed UNH 46-39 but
Fraser said.
turned the ball over
“I thought we had some good, solThe
Black
12 times to the WildBears shot 37.5
cats’ five. UMaine
id, open 3 point looks late in the
percent in the
just wasn’t able to
game. They just didn’t fall.”
second
half,
overcome the slow
compared to 34.6
start forced by the
Ted Woodward Wildcats full court
percent in the
Head coach run-and-jump
first, and held the
deWildcats to 27.6
UMaine men’s basketball fense.
percent in second
“We came out in
half.
three assists — got a tough shot the first half flat, and I don’t think
After the big run, the Black to fall in the lane with 9.6 seconds we played with a ton of energy and
Bears traded baskets and eventu- left. UMaine quickly fouled UNH they took advantage of it. Give
ally tied the game at 52 with just junior forward Patrick Konan on them credit,” Woodward said.
over 2 minutes to play after Al- the inbound. Konan would miss
UMaine lost on Saturday in a
lison finished the third offensive the front-end of the one and one, heartbreaker at UMBC 68-67 and
rebound attempt. Allison finished but teammate and senior center will travel to Boston University on
with eight rebounds.
Chris Matagrano — 16 points Tuesday, Feb. 5. The Black Bears
Wildcat senior guard Chan- on 5-8 shooting, seven rebounds return home for action against Aldler Rhoads — 18 points of 7- — grabbed the offensive rebound bany on Feb. 9.

Celtic’s Column
from B1

ACL, and he would require season-ending surgery. Rondo accounted for nearly 35 points per
game through his points and ball
distribution, something that the
Celtics will not be able to replace
in an instant. Without Rondo, the
team lacks a true point guard
to lead the offense, throwing a
wrench into defensive schemes
as well.
Experts believe that the injury bug has effectively ended
any chance the Celtics had to
make any type of noise in the
postseason. The belief is that the
team now has too many holes in
the roster and that they lack the
height and playmaking abilities
to compete with teams like the
Miami Heat, New York Knicks
or Brooklyn Nets. While people
see all of these things working
against the Celtics, I see the situation as a blessing in disguise,
reinforced in the team’s recent
play since the injuries.
What the experts tend to
forget is that the Celtics were a
small team to begin with before
losing Sullinger’s presence. They
have a non-traditional center in
6-foot-11-inch Kevin Garnett
to anchor the starting five, and
they have found a way to manage with him roaming the middle
since the second half of last year.
After Garnett, the Celtics have a
foul-beleaguered Jason Collins
and Chris Wilcox, who is more
of a finesse player than a bruising center. They have managed
with those three to this point, but
the Celtics will most likely look
to find more depth in the coming
weeks before the Feb. 21 trade
deadline.
There is little wiggle room in

the payroll for the team to make
any type of big splash, so it is
more likely they will take on a
player with an expiring contract
or one with a back-loaded multiyear deal. Several names that
will most likely be linked to Boston include Denver’s Timofey
Mozgov, Dallas’ Chris Kaman
and Phoenix’s Marcin Gortat.
One thing the experts have all
acknowledged that can be agreed
upon is that no one player can
replace Rondo. With no replacement in sight, it falls on Celtics
coach Doc Rivers to implement
an offense that will help the combat the loss of Rondo and that
will be tailored to the strengths
of the personnel he has.
Rivers will use any tandem
of Leandro Barbosa, Courtney
Lee, Avery Bradley, and Jason
Terry to fill his backcourt, with
Lee and Barbosa being most
comfortable running the offense.
Without a true distributor among
the group, the Celtics will most
likely need to move the ball a lot
more instead of running isolation plays that only Rondo could
have executed.
Rivers will also have the option of using forward Paul Pierce
in a point-forward role that
would help open up the floor a bit
but still allow the same kind of
kick-outs or drives Rondo could
produce. The team has utilized
all those options in their three
Rondo-less games thus far and
have produced three convincing
and hard-fought wins.
This is not the first time the
odds have been against the Celtics, and they have flourished like
no other when they have been the
underdog. Everybody can write
them off if they dare, but I can
assure you that Celtics and their
believers will get the last laugh
on that one.
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Scores around
the conferences

Tue. Feb. 5
Men’s Basketball
@ BU, 7 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 8

Basketball
1/29
1/30

2/2

Stony Brook
Albany
Binghamton
UMBC
Hartford
Vermont
UMaine
UNH
UNH
Stony Brook
UMBC
UMaine
Hartford
BU
Albany
Binghamton

65
49
58
61
43
49
54
57
54
56
68
67
66
58
79
46

Women’s Track
Valentines Invitational @ BU, 2 p.m.

Women
1/29
1/30

2/2

Softball vs. NC Central
@ Spartanburg, SC, 4 p.m.

UMaine
54
UNH
61
UMBC
57
Binghamton
66
Vermont
51
Hartford
60
Stony Brook
35
Albany
68
BU
42
Hartford
40
UMaine
79
UMBC
86
Stony Brook
60
UNH
47
Binghamton 46    Albany  79

Sat. Feb. 9
Men’s Track
Valentines Invitational @ BU, 10 a.m.
Softball vs. Western Carolina
@ Spartanburg, SC, 12 p.m.

Hockey
Men
2/1

BU
UMass
Providence
UMaine
UMass-Lowell
Merrimack
UNH
Northeastern
Vermont
BC

1
5     
2
OT
2
0
1
3
1
2
4

2/2
2/3

Merrimack
UNH
UMass-Lowell
UMaine

4
1
3
4

OT

Hockey
women
2/1

Providence
UConn
UNH
Vermont

5
0
1
3

2/2

Providence
UConn
UNH
Vermont
BC
UMaine
BU
Northeastern

4
3
4
2
6
3
4
2

OT

Upcoming Games

Men

B5

Softball
@ SC Upstate, 2 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
vs. Albany, 1 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
vs. Albany, 3 p.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey
@ Vermont, 2 p.m.
Me’s Ice Hockey
@ Vermont, 7 p.m.

Sun. Feb. 10
Softball vs. University of Missouri- Kansas City @ Spartanburg, SC, 10 a.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey
@ Vermont, 2 p.m.

Mon. Feb. 11
Men’s & Women’s Track
@ America East Championships, 10
a.m.

Tue. Feb. 12
Men’s & Women’s Track
@ America East Championships, 10
a.m.

Wed. Feb. 13
Women’s Basketball
@ Hartford, 7 p.m. on ESPN3.com
Men’s Basketball
vs. Hartford , 7:30 p.m.

Thur. Feb 14
Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving
America East Championships

Suduko
Solution

Crossword
Solution

Fri. Feb. 15
Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving
America East Championships
Baseball
@ Auburn , 4 p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey
vs. BU, 7:30 p.m. NBC Sports Network
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